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To A.I.R. is Human
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Anything Else Is Just Smoke and Hot Air...

Air Initiated Recovery
Our New Compressed A.I.R. Powered Rocket Motor
Will Deploy Your Hang Gliding or Paragliding
Reserve Parachute in the Blink or an Eye ...

System Features
• It can deploy your parachute in under 2 seconds.
• It can be filled from any SCUBA diving tank to
3,000 psi.
• It can be carried on the airlines.
• Inexpensive reloads after each use.
• Extended field use with no pressure loss.
• A pressure gauge to check before each flight.
• Use your parachute in our container system, or pUl·chase one or our state-or-the-art low sink rate
canopies.

Second Chantz, Inc.
PO Box 12671
Reno, Nevada 89510 USA
(702) 829-2077, Fax 829-2079
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Current Systems Available
Hang Gliding
Quickdraw:

Deploys chute from existing front or side mount container (shown
above).

Sidemount:

Rocket built in container and is hand deployable.

Wingmount:

Ties behind kingpost.

Internal Air:

Rocket fully enclosed in chest mount container. Also hand deployable.

Paragliding

One easy system with rocket built
mounted.
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container. Front or side

Second Chantz are now offering only one outstanding parachute, the LARA, in various
sizes. This new design, a Low Aspect Ratio Annula, is a cross between a pulled down
apex and an annula parachute. The LARA is smaller, lighter, opens quicker, has better
stability, and a much improved sink rate. For the same pilot weight the small 20 gore
will bring you down slower than the previous ly used 24 gore tandem chute. LARA
hand deployed only systems are also available for hang gliders and paragliders.

Direct Australia n inq uiries to:
Chris Hunter, 13 Barnview Court, Morph ettvale SA 5162

Phone: 083220813
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OPERATIONS MANAGER
Craig Worth
065592713

Skysailor
Official p"blication Of The
Hang Gliding ~~deration ofAustf3lia

S

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service
to members. For non-members living in
Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent SAL), Aus
$95 Airmail. Cheques should be made payable to
and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles, photographs
and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor reserves the right to edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by the
contributor's name, address and HGFA number for
verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility
for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
con tri bu ti on.

Skysailor Contributions
All Skysailor contributions to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box401
ALSTONVI LLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm

Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best cover
photo sent in. It can be a black and white, colour
photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested. Please
supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for
their return.

DEADLINE

ADDRESSES

15th of the month (for the following month's
issue!) for contrib utions, market place, etc.
Market place is fl'ce to financialmembcl"S please quote your number - otherwise a charge of
$5 per ad is applicable.

All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating forms
and other administrative matters shou ld be sent to:
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
Fx/AH Answer Machine 069474328

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available frolll the Editor.
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout, sepa rations and extra work incur additional cost.

PRESIDENT
Andrew Humphries
093816053
018917537

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Ian Jarman
069472888 BH
069474328 Fax/AH Ans M

For information about site ratings, sites and other
local matters, contact the appropriate state association/region or club.
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel
(042) 971923
Northern NSW Region 19 Gladswood Gds ,
Double Bay NSW 2028
Sec. Steve Hocking (02) 3274484
ACTHGA
Sth Old
PO Box 3496
PO Box 149
Kenmore a 4069
Manuka 2603
Sec. Gary Lilley
Phil Pritchard
(06) 2925302
018761193
Pres. Phil Robinson
James Christenson,
Sec.&PR
018625181
(07) 2026342 H
Nth Old :1 2 VanEldik Av 8642788 W
Andergrove a 4740
HGAWA
Pres. Fran Wing
PO Box 82
079415995 W
South Perth 6151
079417304 H
Sec/Trs : Ron Huxhagen Sec. Michael Dorrough
(09) 2746014
(079) 552913
VicHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Twomey
(03) 3972612 H

TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres
West Launceston 7250
Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H

SAHGA
1 SturtSt
Ade laide 5000
Sec. Rob Wo odward
(08) 29775323

PG Convenor
Stuart Andrews
PO Box 9
Tooma NSW 2642
(069) 484461

Trike Committee members:
Chris Brandon, Convener, Merewether 049 631221
Paul Mollison, Certification, Newcastle 049499199
Kevin Magennis, Safety, Taree 065 565265
Joe Scott, Competitions & PR , Byron Bay 066
842616
Neville Hoger, Registration, Mackay 079 577142
Johanne Parniczky, Secretary, Newcastle, Ph 049
375556

HGFAMerchandise
Support your sport!

Official HGFA T-shirt featuri ng breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back
Cap
Coffee mug
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
Metal L1pel Badge
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
Book, 'Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots'
Full Co lour 1992/93 HGFA calendar
Australian Open video
HGFA windsocks, multicoloured with HGFA logo

$19.95
9.00
6.95
5.95
4.00
2.00

2.95
50.00
5.00
39.95

40.00

*** Topogmphic maps for all areas at discount prices ***
Please add $2,50 pp for all orders or $7.00 pp if order includes book and $3.05 pp for ca lendars

HGFA, PO Box 558, TumutNSW 2720, Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
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Unknown pilot launching at "The Gillies"

photo by Fritz Gewerth

Canungra Hang
Gliding Club (Bris.)
Pres. Dave Staver
075435505
Sec. Gordon Bieske
075435505

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pr. Guenther Janssen
064562276
Sec. Lisa Ryrie
062359011

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres Alf Piper
043631278
Sec Bob Bentley
043320096
2nd Wed TUt~erah
Lakes Mem ub

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Pres Tony Dennis
057623292
Sec John Adams
057572945

lIIawarra Hang
Glidinll Club Inc
Meet: I lawarra
Yacht Club 1st Wed
Pres Tom Reinhold
042971852
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
Stanwe" Park Club
Pres. Andrew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Norland
042943699
meet 7.30pm 1st Sun
ea month Helensburgh
Workers' Club
Gladstone HG Club
31 Wilson St
Gladstone a 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
079722477
018770912
Sec. Dave Kennedy
079781329

Jonathan Foote
Christine Wood
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus, Ballina

Far North Queensland

CLUBS

Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
029822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
024162370
Central West HG Club
Pres - Len Paton
068537220

Cudgegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
063722432
Capricorn Skyriders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
079287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
079393769
Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Brian Braby
066215725
Sec. Shirle* Lake
06685814
meet 1st Wed ea month
Cairns Hang Gliding
Club ~Old)
NevA ers
070512438 W
Marjorie Beattie
070995585 H
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Robert Keen
074455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
074821664
Upper Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres Glen Thompson
063531239

Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068537220
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927

Sec. Lucas Trihey
047871480
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018654197
Sec. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966

Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
049261829
018689243
Sec Neva Bull
049573069
' PG' Ian Ladyman
049498946

Sutton Forest Flyers
Pres. Don Farrar
042840221H
Sec. David Jones
048611699W
048894182H

Lower Blue Mts
HGClub
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Michael.Shyne
027243405

Southern H.G. Club
Pres. Russell Dobson
03 5445658 1st Tues
Anchor & Hope Tav
Church St Richmond

Sky High
paraglidin~Club
Pres. Ken itchelhill
03 8879173 ah
03 2882480 bh
Sec. Christine Danger
054283185 ah
1st Wed Retreat Hot
226 Nicholson St
Abbotsford

Townsvi"e Hang
Gliding Assoc.
Pres Brad Cooper
077 792853
Sec Robin Dawson
077 819182 H
077 819432 W

Eastern H.G. Club
Peter Batchelor
037353095
Greg Withers
038763981 meet 3rd
Wed Olinda Hotel Main
St, Lilydale (n. rail line)

Whitsundays HG CI.
Sec. Ron Huxhagon
079552913
Great Lakes HGC
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Bailey
065547600
Fx 065 554855

Dalwa"inu HG Club
Pres. Andrew Humphries
093816053
Sec Graham Cameron
093812423 H
093813800 W
Christian Flyers
Ian Lobb
Stanwell Park
042941656

Sydney HG Club
Pres Clive Gilmour
042941261
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484

Tamworth-Mani"a HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520, 018416258

Richard Riley
067821267

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069 47 2888, Fx: 069474328
Assisled by Ihe Auslralian Sporls Commission
office use only

Membership Application
Name:

Address:
. Occupation:

. State:

PhoneHm

. Sex: M/F

Postcode:
Birthdate:

Payment Details: $

Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa

Expiry Date:

Card #: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Signature: .
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HGFA Schedule of Fees

$15

$125
$115
$135
$20
$50
$25
$45
$45

Trial/Instructional flight (llF)
7 Days total available through in structors only

$50
$65
$95
$5
$15
$10
$5

(12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription (Nonfly)

12 montbs (FULL) Membership
(Ntb·NSW) 12 mtbs fl.ILL Membership
(SA) 12 mtbs fl.ILL membership

PHG Pil ots Operational Levy
Additional Family Member (12 months)
Rejoining Achninistration Fee
Short Term Membership (4 montbs)
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
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Overseas (.sent SAL)
Overseas (Sent Aimlail)
FAI u cence
PIIG Ops Manu al
Comps Manual
Tow Manuals
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need to review and revise the selection process.
The membership in genera l does not appear to
be happy with the current method . Although a
few people may have already realised this, it was
not the appropriate ti me to change such a process
in the middle of a selection.

Back from Japan only to find all my work still
waiting for me! Thanks to Greg for holding the
fort for me and taking care of two children
single-handed. Next issue will contain a full
accountofthe3rdWomens World Hang Gliding
Championship in the land of the rising sun.
In the past month or so there has been quite a
heated debateregarding the selection of the team
to attend the World Championsh ips in the
Owens. Oespi te wha tever pol itics, priva te agendils, mis-information etc has gone down, the
team has been se t and I be li eve we should all
support and wish our guys the very best of luck.

Yes, it is time to bring "new blood" into the
Australian teams. It may mean th at Australia
does not set its sights on gold in the immediate
future but as a goal five or six years from now.
By then our "new blood" will have been fully
assimilated into the competition circuit both in
Australia and overseas. Following the circuit is
very hard work, and not without its sacrifices
and disappointments. If our men and women
have made the decision to compete for Australia,
let's give as much encouragement and assistance as possible. Let's "give them a go"!
Despite all the interest in team selection, let us
not forget the ordinary type of pilot, who is
anything but ordinary. The weekend pilots, the
"you" and "me" of this sport, the pilots who hold
club positions and open new sites, and who go
to competitions to test themselves against "the
guns" . Without them there would be no hang
g lidin g. See our reprinted article on "Mister
Average" .

In this issue there's an update of records submitted to FA!; interesting and motivating news!
Judy Leden completed her tasks whi Ie sti IIlearning to fly the canopy properly! She undertook a
paragliding conversion co urse in the previous
week.
Some of us look out the window and wonder
could we be bothered to drive 2 hours to a
different site. Would we drive 2 days as our
members on page 18 have done?! And then there
is "The Occasional Pilot" on page 23. As one
such pilot myself, I can certainly identify with
this story! The Occasional Pilot not only has to
spread him or herself around rather thinly with
commitments, but be especially cautio us when
flying. Just when does a pilot who flies so infrequently become a danger to him/herself? Careful assessment of conditions and one's current
ability, plus a larger safety margin becomes a
very important component of flying .
As for arrogant newcomers; remember Digby,
you're still flying. Many others have come and
gone!
Next month I ' ll have news on new gliders, a
story about two South African paraglider pilots
who won Apco Aviation's $10,000 for breaking
world paragliding distance records on Apea
c,1nopies and much more.
Thanks for your understanding of the lateness
of this issue! Until next month, safe flying.
Marie }

FASCINATION OF
OUR NEW LINE
ALTO VARIO BASIS

• Altimeter up to 5500 m (17500 ft) • Vario
analog/digital. Audio - ASI system
• Memo for 5 flights
ALTO VARIO CLASSICI
ALTO VARIO COMPETITION

• Easy to use with audio feedback keyboard
• Altimeter up to 10000 m (30000 ft) • Audio - ASI system • Nomonal flight calculator
• TEK • Temperature indication • Speed
• 2 clocks • Memo for 25 flights
Additional flight recorder at COMPETITION
• Resolution 1 m (3ft) upto6000m (18000ft)
• Scan rate variable • 25 flights storable
max. 70 h • Speed values storable
• Parallel (Centronics) and serial (RS 232)
connector for printout

Australian Distributor:

~~
12/30 Kalamo Rd, Redhead NSW 2290, Tel: 049499199, Fax: 049 499395
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.Letter~

To The Editor

An Open Letter To All Pilots On The National Ladder, Intending to Improve Their
Position, In Order To Compete For
Australia.

Firstly, over the years the top four to six pilots
have always been asked to compete, with the last
two positions being flexible. Apparently this is
not a rule, just a coincidence!

Recently we became aware that the final selection for the six man Australian Hang Gliding
Team for the World Championships at 'The
Owens' would come down to: Drew Cooper
(No.1 NL-National Ladder), Steve Moyes (No.
2 NL), Mark Newlands (No.3 NL), Dave
Adams (No.6 NL), Carl Braden (No.7 NL) and
a yet to be decided sixth member from either
Michael Zupanc (No.4 NL), Russell Duncan
(No. 14 NL), Steve Blienkensop (No. 15 NL).
Rohan Holtkamp (No.5 NL) not even meriting
a mention?

Secondly, we were informed that the National
Ladder was only an indicator and yet if we read
the April Skysailor, page 14, item 3 ... "Drew
Cooper explained the selection process used by
the Australian Mens Team, i.e. the top 10 ranked
pilots from the National Ladder are eligible for
selection ... " If this is the case, why were Russell
and Blinky even considered for selection, being
numbers 14 and 15 on the National Ladder
respecti vel y.

Eventually the selection was thrown open to
what seems to be a vote from anyone near a
phone in early April, and ultimately Russell
Duncan was selected. (We do not deny Russell
has been a very good pilot over the years).
This bizarre team selection gives rise to a few
points and should make any of you competitive
pilots in this country who are working hard to
gain National Ladder points, sacrificing income
in order to compete and laying out your own
hard earned capital on equipment and expenses
(second mortgages are not unheard of), wonder
on what basis is the team selected if not those
precious National Ladder points?
For anyone who has seen the selection criteria
you would have to conclude that it is a very
l..QQ.SE document, to say the least. (One could
wonder why Ricky Duncan, Danny Scott and
Steve Gilmore were not considered, having all
done well in the USA over the years. In fact,
what is Bill Moyes doing in luly? Indeed, under
the same criteria, Robbie Witlhall probably
would not have made the British Team and won
the World Championships in Switzerland. Let
us not forget the flogging we got in Brazil under
the same selection process.

Thirdly, we keep hearing the same tired
rhetoric year after year that Australia has no up
and comi ng pilots with International Experience
who could represent us should one of the
"TEAM" members finally be wheeled into the
retirement home, or take long service leave. One
wonders what it takes then, as Mike Zupanc
made the finals at the Pre Worlds at Buffalo,
made the finals in the Swiss Pre Worlds, made
the finals in the Brazilian Pre Worlds, won the
Mexican Nationals and has consistently beaten
Russell Duncan over the years. Maybe you have
to be Tomas Suchanek and change your
nationality. We also remember something about
pilots' PRESENT FORM in the criteria?
If we are to base our selection process on
particular experience at particular sites under
particular scoring systems then we will have
no-one in particular to fly next time in Spain!
Maybe Phil Mathewson could be dragged out
and dusted off. It has been a few years, but you
never know.
We also wonder whether participation in the
AIS in Canberra for the "TEAM" or the
American Cup in Tumut was taken into consideration, considering a number of the "TEAM
were not present at either.

The argument that "The Owens" (sorry we all
forgot
to
Newcastle pilollhermalling al Walagan Ml - P Duncan Brown
genuflect
again) is different, unique,
special etc, is
not much different to the
one in '89
about Fiesch
being in the
Alps
and
having valley
winds and high
speed Fohn
wi nds
and
wave. Brazil
has low cloud,
slow lift, high
humidity etc.
In fact "The
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Owens" is just another hang gliding site.
In conclusion, it seems to us that:
a) unless you live in or around Sydney and
have manufacturer backi ng, you will not get
into the Australian "TEAM";
b) The current selection process is self indulgent, self perpetuating and wide open to
abuse, given that this time at least it
degenerated intowhatseems to bea political
fight between manufacturers, proving its inadequacy.
This selection process may well lead to
Australia losing one of its best new talents for
years. It must be remembered that grass roots
support is what makes a sport and no matter how
many meetings people attend or how many hats
they wear, they should not let those hats get too
tight for their heads.
Although we spell beer XXXX and wear
thongs because we can't tie shoe laces, we do
have over 30% of the top 20 National Ladder
pilots in the country in our club and feel our
opinion has good grounding. If the team cannot
be selected from outright positions on the National Ladder, then change the scoring system
for the National Ladder so it can be!
PLEASECONSIDER ..... THEAPOSTLES
OF THE CANlINGRA H.G. CLlIB

Ed 's Note: I have printed this leller because it
is Skysailor policy in general for the membership to have its say, although by now the dust
has all but sellled on this issue. Certainly the
mens' selection process was long and involved,
among other things. However, it must be remembered that the leam selected their 6th person,
and by whatever means they may have come to
such a decision, they are the ones who have to
perform and, ultimately, live with that decision.
See also comments made by Ian Jarman and
Craig Worth in their reports.
Dear Marie
It was with interest that I read 10hn Goodrich's
letter to the magazi ne (April issue) regardi ng the
availabi Ii ty of good weight shift ultra Iight training.
It still amazes me that Australia has again
written its own rules of aviation in that it is the
only country in the world whereby weight shift
ultralights are controlled by two sports aviation
bodies. One of those is the A.U.F., which was
set up to oversee the operation of ultralights,
regardless of their method of control, and the
other, the H.G.F.A. which, when I first joined,
was a body which looked after hang gliders. By
contrast in England, weight shift microl ights (as
they are known there) are registered aircraft on
the civil register, the pilots are trained to PPL
standard.
I guess the mentality behind trying to operate
a parallel system of control of weight shift
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public way? Phil has achieved his certificates of
qualifications and was a respected pilot and
instructor. At twenty, Phil did not have a feeling
of indestructibil ity but, rather, as his letter in the
July edition s hows, he was well aware of the
dangers and responsibility of his sport. Not all
twenty years 01 ds are the same. Thank you Marie
for your comments in reply to Geoff's letter,
which expresses the need for improved safety
measures for all involved in the sport. ~ individual can become the scape20at for the poor
safety record of Hang gliding in Australia.

ultralights comes from the same which caused
Australia to have so many different railway
gauges, di fferent State road rules and, for that
matter, State Governments. Everybody wants to
be in control and have their own spli nter group.
This attitude is even condoned by the c.A.A.
Beats me why there is not one organisation
looking after weight shift ultralights along with
three axis and combined control ultralights. I
mean, there are onl y a couple of hundred weight
shift ultralights in the country and, des pi te all the
best efforts, there are differences between the
two groups already.
If any readers are concerned that one side or
the other has weakness in the pilot training systems and teaching methods and thoroughness
then there are always alternatives.
In Corryong, because of the sheltered nature
of the district from wind, I train all year round
in both weight shift and three axis ultralights. At
present the aircraft in use are a Quasar and a
Drifter. I am an A.U.F. CFI, endorsed in three
axis and weight shift. I hold a PPL with night
YFR and keeping the ultralights company in the
hangar is a nice old Cessna 170. Most of the
students here at Corryong notch up an hour or
so in the Cessna to broaden th eir power tlying
experience.
I feel comfortable in the training environment
due to the vast pool of knowledge and experience I have been exposed to with general
aviation tlying and training. However, it never
ceases to amaze me that on each tlight, with or
without a student at the controls, I still have so
much to learn . It ma kes sense to me to draw from
and blend with that great resource, rather than
try to re-invent the av iation training wheel. Is
this what the H.G.F.A. is doing?
So, if you are thinking of ultralighting, come
to Cmryong and learn to fly right. I-lave a go at
both types, you may be surprised at the physical
ease of !lying around three axis. Get briefed
properly and trained to the same standard as a
PPL. After all it is the same ai rspace and rules
so why not be trained to the same standard? And
most of alilly safely and have fun.

Glenn Wilson, ] ]0]8, Ph 06076]333
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This brings me to the comments which need
to be addressed, to Ian Jarman and the sweeping
generalisation made in his '1992 Executive
Director' Report, I take offence at reading in
print that Phil's "exuberance was his undoing".
In sport where appropriate safety measures are
in place exuberance is not a concern. If the
statistics you listed are to be believed, I wonder
if any mother would rest with her son/daughter
up gliding in the air. "100 to be injured next
year? 20 or so to carry impaired arm or leg
mobility? etc ... What is the H.G.F.A. doing
about the series of accidents and deaths in this
sport? How many more will have to die before
something is done? How long will you continue
printing the names of the dead trying to put the
blame onto them for a poorly organised and
unsafe sport? It is not the fault of the individuals
you have listed - they and their families are the
victims - but the fault of those responsible for
th e planning and implementing of safety

Dcar Marie
Time has passed now since Phil's death and the
blur that my life has been is beginning to clear.
I find that there are some issues that I want to
address.
I would like to offer my heartfelt gratitude to
those pilots who reverently carried Phil's coffin
in the funeral procession and, indeed, to all who
attended the service. Seeing so many paying
tribute to my son did my heart a lot of good. I
know he would have wanted all of you there to
farewell him.
My thanks also goes to Chris Boyce and Clare
for the love and care they've given my son.
To John Hajje of the "Northern Beaches" who
wrote so nicely of Phil in
the October edition of
Skysailor. Words like these
will ensure Phil's memory
will live on.
To Jo McNamara, I say
"thank you" for sharing
Phil's last words and moments with me. Thanks for
telling me abo ut the stories
you shared together. And to
you, Marie, I am most
grateful for your words of
comfort and for sendi ng me
Phi I's letters. To all who
have offered support, I will
be eternally grateful. You
have all helped to ease the
pain for me.
Somepeople, perhaps unwittingly, have added to my
pain. I speak of Geoff
Martin's untimely and tactless letter in the October
ed iti on . You were quite
right to express the fear that
your letter would make you
some enemies. I have not
met you, but do not wish to
meet one as shallow as
yourself. Wily would you
que!>tion Phil's skill or
qualifications in such a

NULLARBOR
CHALLENGE

Filmed over5 years by the adventurers themselves,
NULLARBOR CHALLENGE tells a story that has its
beginnings in the 1870's and will not end for
hundreds of years .
This is the true story of the exploration of the largest
single limestone cave region in the world. Pilots,
cavers, cave divers, and paleontologists share
with you their disappointments and discoveries with
a spirit of adventure that is so much
a part of the Australian people.
~
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... continued... J:

Pilot vs Team

measures. As I have said, Phil was very aware
of being safe as his own letter to Skysailor would
suggest.

Reprinted from Cross Country with thanks
Both the Hang GI iding and Paragl iding World
Championships will be held this comingseason.
Within these competitions pilots will compete
for the individual as well as team title. Team
champion does not carry the prestige the title
deserves; it is the kind of honour most pilots
consider a consolation prize. Every
competitor's first and only aim is to become
individual World Champion. Whether or not his
chances for doing so are realistic, he will fly to
win. Only when his individual ranking looks
hopeless will he change tactics and begin flying
for the team.

What evidence have you that Phil was involved in aerobatic manoeuvres? Where is the
witness making this claim? In the 1991 Executive Director's Report, Phil had, in his copy,
highlighted the lines outlining the dangers of
aerobatics, showing his awareness of the lack of
safety. Would he then knowingly engage in this
activity? What evidence have you of the mistakes Phil made from which you ask pilots to
learn and "live to fly another day"? Can you see
the wood for the trees? Please do not any longer
look to victims like Phil. He died as the result of
an accident, without a credible witness we cannot assume any more.

Mely Siasat, (Phil Troutman 's Mother)
Dear Marie
This is a (naive?) plea on behalf of all we buyers
out here in glider land for relevance and accuracy in advertising.
The last issue of Skysailor contained a very
attractive advertisement for the lustra EXCEL
paraglidercontaining some words inferring that
its third placing in the Austral ian Open had some
rel evance to potential canopy purchasers. I had
the pleasure of competing against one Dupal
Ondra, the pilot of the canopy referred to in the
advertisement, in the Australian Open. Dupal is
a brilliant full time professional pilot who ably
dem onstrated his skills not only at the Australian
Open but during the Bogong Cup (as a free flyer)
and during his appearances around Bright over
the summer. One should ask, however, if it was
the pilot who actually came third in the Open or
the canopy? Some of us remember the day when
Robbie Withall flew 60 ken on the beginner's
canopy, the Airwave Black Magic. The flight
was an outstanding acclamation to Robbie's
skill as a pilot, but hardly a basis to declare the
Black Magic the best canopy in the world.

Aside from the issue of pilot skill, there is
always the question of the configuration of the
glider itself. Whilst I did not get an opportunity
to inspect the EXCEL closely, there was no
doubt that few of the canopies flown by the top
competition pilots were bog standard, off-theshelf models. There was a mind expanding array
of special canopy design features, trimming
refinements, additional control arrangements,
special riser/harness configurations and
kilometres of "dental floss" lines - all very fine
technology, but is it really kosher to stick a
production label on these gliders and pretend the
average punter can buy one from his local distributor? I think not!

Meanwhile the team leader will have tom his
hair out trying to compromise between supporting the individual's efforts to win anddiscouraging him from flying "make or break" tactics
which could jeopardise the team score. Very
often this task becomes so demanding and contradi ctory, wi th many headaches and di fferences
between the team leaderand team members, that
it might well result in neither the best pilot
winning individually nor the best team gaining
the team prize.

The other problem I have with the advertisement in question is its claim that the product is
a "2 rated" canopy. Has the HGFNSkysailor
adopted another paragl idercerti fication system?
I understand that Australia accepts DHV, SHV,
ACPULS and AFNOR certification and believe
that adverti sers should be under some obi igation
to precisely state the results of their products
certification so there can be no confusion between very different testing systems.

All of this can be settled quite simply by
holding separate individual and team (like the
American Cup) world championsh ips so
everyone knows exactly who and what he is
flying for.

Ken MitchelhiLL

Mark Hellier & no body else??! at Stan well Park

Furthermore, the scori ng system di ffers from
competition to competition (especially for team
scores), which confuses matters and pilot's
priorities even more.

Spanish Joe
To the Editor
Congratulations Stuart Prosser, who was not
awarded 2nd Place B Grade Forbes this year.
It was drawn to my attention in March edition
when Helen Ross was placed 2nd with 2949
points. I finished with a total of 3041 B Grade
40th Place overall and Stuart finished 36th
Place.
I am amused at such a large mistake, having
s uch faith in the scoring system. Stuart and I both
graded B on the Day sheets. I do hope Skysailor
is a misprint.
Last but not least, congratulations to all who
flew so well. See you a ll at base next year.

.

Greg Smith, Stanwell Park

.............
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Ed 's Note: Stuart placed 39th on the National
Ladder at the beginning of the season, which
makes him anA-grader since the first 50 pLaces
are deemed A grade. I contacted the FLatLands
organiser who advises that you also were considered anA grade pilo!. ApparentLy during the
Last 2 days of the camp, a list of B-grade piLots
wasposted so that pilots could confirm or refute
their slatus. The organiser disagrees that you
and Stuart were graded Bon Ihe day sheets. +
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From The Executive
Director
It is a shame that some people do not care to
check their facts before going to printor making
sweeping comments on the hill or at club meetings.

Several examples of such misinformation
have been circulating during the past months.
For what reasons, one can only guess, but the
instigators, I am sure, have their motives.
One involves the national team selection
process. The credibility of this process has been
seriously undermi ned by people who have failed
to see thatthe team is representing Australia and
hence the HGFA ... not a manufacturer or a State
as these people would have it.
Somehow the behind-the-scenes lobbying (of
manufacturers and their stooges) has managed
to deflect the cause of the problem away from
the real perpetrators (those self-interested, selfindulgent lobbyists) on to those attempting to
apply a complex yet functiona l system designed
to get us (HGFA) the strongest possible team in
order to achieve HGFA's goals and objectives
at World Championships.
I draw your attention to a recent article in
Cross Country by "Spanish" Joe Hayler (see
page 8 this issue of Skysailor) which highlights
these very issues and the many directions teams
are often pulled.
Secondly, a concerned HGFA Board member
phoned to inform me of a rumour. .. that the two
HGFA employees had somehow arranged for
the payment of fees to the States/Regions to be
reduced and those funds to be syphoned off to
increase our salaries by $10,000 .. . furth er that
those involved in circulating this rumour are
equally incensed thatweexpect(theemployees)
to be paid for our work when others have vol unteered their services for years ... What can I say?
Have mercy, please, I beg.
We (the employees) are extremely devious
and clever crooks ... able to manipulate the
HGFA Treasurer, the auditor and accountant,

the Sports Commission
bean counters (they must
be in collusion) and the
CAA financial hit men ....
it really is a giant conspiracy designed to provide us with early
retirements on the
Mediterranean along
with Skase and his ilk at
the expense of the HGFA
membership.

1IID(Sj;~~8j~;;~fi'
H

I wonder, do these
rumour mongers go to
work each Monday ready
to volunteer their expertise and experience for
the good of the plumbing
industry, or the public service, or whatever ????
You have got to be kidding. I could say that
this is just another job for us ... but I am sure most
of our members know that for both Craig and
myself our involvement in this sport has not
been restricted to business hours. Nor is there
overtime or penalty rates within our employment agreements. Our salaries are extremely
average for executive positions and I know that
Craig has taken a substantial reduction in both
income and lifestyle to pursue this career ... For
me, this desk is luxury after running up and
down hills teaching hang gliding for ten years .
To manage a business with an annual turnover
in excess of 1/2 million dollars, that is structured
with a complexity that would drive Rubik crazy
and that has a political personality as reliable as
the weather. .. what would be the going rate?
$40K - $60K pa .... Do our rumour mongers
know our salaries??? And is that important
a nywa y? The fact is that there are enough checks
and balances built into the HGFA system and
via its major stake holders (CAA and ASC) that
the idea of running off with anything less than a
million or two is not worth the risk, if it were at
all possible.
I have waffled enough, but please if you hear
outrageous allegations against your employees
or elected representatives surely you have an
obligation to check the facts first.

Ascertain the truth of the matter before repeating statements that are highly defamatory, ifnot
libellous.
This job often requires having 'broad
shoulders' and a thick skin ... those who know
me realise that there is nothing broad about my
shoulders and if I'm thick it isn't in the skin
department... I inviteall thosewithan interest or
scepticism abo ut the need for the HGFA to have
employees to spend a day orweek at the office .. .
I think we could just about find something for
you to do ... Anyway I must rush as my coffee
has gone co ld, some envelopes need licking and
the urinals need cleaning ... an executive's work
is never done.
Ian Jarman •

Always do a hang check!

STOP PRESS
WOMEN'S WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS 1993
1ST FRANCOISE DIEUZEIDE
May 1993
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Operations
Manager's Report
Safety
April has seen me introduced to a side of my job
that I do not relish, having to report a fatal
accident. The pilot involved was attempting to
overfly powerlines to land next to a road. Realising at the last minute that he would not clear the
lines he attempted to turn, stalled the glider and
impacted the ground causing fatal head injuries.
Safety should not be compromised for the
sake of convenience!
If conditions are at all suspect, do not fly!
If the top landing is at all risky, land at the
bottom!
If the paddock next to the road is tight, land
somewhere else and carry the glider!
Basic though they seem, neglect of each of
these rules has caused fatalities!

flying reach me. Printing stories of illegal operations in Skysailor falls into this category, be
warned.
Military Rep0l1ing
The RAAF have strong concerns that a mid-ai r
between a civil and military aircraft is likely due
to the large number of unreported aircraft flying
throughout Austral ia. A worki ng group has been
formed to develop ways of avoiding any conflict
of operations. I will be representing the HGFA
at these workshops.
The RAAF are pleading for better communications between all airspace users . They
are saying that they can divert most of their
flights around us, as long as they know where
we are. RAA F exercises are advised by
NOTAM at least twenty-four hours prior and all
pilots are encouraged to access NOTAMs
through the AVFAX briefing system. Thenumber to call to establish access to this facility is 07
8663573. The AVFAX system also supplies a
comprehensive weather reporting service and is
currently free of any charges.

You must have a flight plan before you launch
and whilst flying be prepared to change it as the
need arises. Set up your landi ng with height to
spare and maintain sufficient speed to ensure
control of the glider. Be careful, concentrate!

Unti I such ti mes as other procedures are determined, both general and sports aviators have
been requested to report their operations by
telephone to the RAAF Base nearest them.

Regulations
The new Airspace Regulations lookat this stage
to come into force on November 11 this year.
Hang gliders and paragliders will be included
with gliders in the new regulations, enabling us
to operate legally to ten thousand feet. To enter
Class E airspace we will be required to carry a
VHF radio. A full report on this will be
forthcoming in the future.

RAAFBASE
AMBERLEY
DARWIN
EAST SALE
EDINBURGH
NOWRA
OAKEY
PEARCE
RICHMOND
TINDAL

We are still legally required to remain
below five thousand feet, unless special
clearances are granted.
This regulation is obviously hard to enforce,
but I am compelled to act if reports of illegal

* New Pmducts for 1993 *
·01' Eagle Eyes· Flight glasses with UV
and blue blockout
New TInts: Tint 3 (very light), Tint 4.5 (light),
Tint 5.8 (The Original) , and Tint 7 (dark)
Lenses only: Fit to your favourite frames
Plain $80, Single vision $110, Bi-focal $130

The num bers to C<111 are:
PHONE
07 2802222
089805222
051494222
08 252222
044211755
076917222
09 571722
045702352
008 089115
or089716222
TOWNSVILLE
077812222
WILLIAMTOWN 049286222

FAX
07 2802213
089805227
051494590
08 252845
044211159
076911331
09 5717658
045702224
089716266
077812237
049287067

008 Numbers may be established duringexercises. These numbers will be notified by
NOTAM.
Pilots in the Rockhampton area are warned
of a Defence Force Exercise code named
'Tasman Link' to be conducted in the Shoa lwater Bay area from late May to early June.
Aircraft will be operating from Amberley and
Rockhampton. Pilots flying during that
period must notify the RAAF at Amberley.
Accidents
A number of accidents were reported

Framed: Wrap around (opaque or black)
during the past month and some lessons can
safety frame, wire (silver or black)
be learnt.
and plastic (black or white)
One pilot flew into the hill whilst conPlain $105, Single vision $145, Bi-focal $165
Electronic Tow Meters $185
Ni-cad Car Charger (for all radios) $38

North Coast Aviation Pty Ltd
Denis CUlnJllings

PO Box 741
Byron Bay NSW 2481
Fax/Phone: 066 856287

centrating on doing up his harness, breaking
his leg. Practice doing up your harness on the
ground until the procedure can be achieved
without having to look at your harness, or at
least only a quick glance. Fly the glider first
and foremost. There is no need to do up the
harness until you are well c1e.1rofthe hill and
other fliers.

Another pilot flew into a dust devil at around
a thousand feet and ended up inverted and
havi ng to use his parachute. Avoid dust dp.vils
at all costs, they have the capability of chew;ng
you up and spilling you out.
A paraglider performing several spira l dives
collided with a hang glider. The hang glider
tumbled once they separated and landed heavily
on the hill, breaking the pilot's ankle, whilst the
paraglider landed behind the hill without pilot
injury. The result could have been much worse.
Be awa re of others in the sky, look!
A trike pilot flew into powerlines at low level
with a passenger on board and fell into a river,
narrowl y missi ng a bridge. The nearby town was
without power for four hours. Luckily they escaped serious injury, though the pilot suffered a
broken arm and will beseriously wounded in the
wallet once the irate residents of the town and
the CAA catch up with him.
Powered Hang Gliders
The eAA have requested that al l pilots are
made awa re that in accordance with CA095.32,
all PI-IG flight training to Pilot Certifica te level
must be carried out in certified two-place
aircraft.
Hence student pilots may not fly single-place
trikes, these may be tlown by holders of a Pilot
Certificate only .
Also trike pilots sho uld be aware that they,
unlike hang gliders, may not fly over towns. The
regulations do not actual ly define a town, but a
built up area with street lights is a good guide as
far as our operations are concerned.
Hang gliders can only tly over a town at a
height of at least 1500 feet or such a height to
safely enable them to land outside the town.
(Refer CAO 95.8 Sect.4.7(h) Ops Manual
Sect.3.5.)
Fly safely,

Craig Worth, Operations Manager.
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1994 Lawrence Hargraves Commemorative Year
4.

3. The following suggestions and proposals to
celebrate 1994 were discussed and are
hereby circulated for the consideration of all
NSW Club members whose comments and
recommendations would be greatly appreciated:

Include all hang gliding disciplines and
techniques, either alone or together, during
these events, ie, hang gliding, paragliding,
powered hang gliders, powered paragliders,
tugs, foot launching and towing, by winch,
car, trike or tug etc;

5.

Promote competitions involving foot
launChing, powered launches, and first past
the post, handicap, LD, aerobatic, spot landing, novice, advanced, women's and other
novelty events;

6.

Prepare a system of rules and credits for use
during these events to enable winners to be
named and rewarded at the end of each
competition and at the end of the year;

The Flight That Started It All
An introductory meeting of hang gliding and
historical society members was held at Stanwell
Park on 9 April 1993 to consider the possibility
of proclaiming 1994 the Lawrence Hargraves
Commemorative year during which all aspects
of hang gliding, and other forms of flying, could
be celebrated ina variety of spectacles and competitions throughout the State and on a national
and an international scale.
2.

Considerable historical research has already
been done, and a great deal of ncw material
has been uncovered, particularly among the
archival holdings of the Powerhouse
Museum, Sydney University, WOllongong
University and Monash University and
overseas, to prove beyond doubt the seminal
inrluence Hargraves exercised in the
development of heavier-than-air aircraft
which was acknowledged by all leading
pioneer airmen in America, Franceand Germany at that time at the turn of the century.
This material is being assembled for publication in books, magazines, scientific journals, in the press and on television. In short,
Hargraves was Australia's Leonardo, and

Stanwell Park, the Illawarra, Kosciusko and
others;

one of his experiments, at Stanwell Park
Beach on 12 November 1894, demonstrated
how lift could be achieved to allow a man to
fly by the use of the curved wing surface of
a kite. Nine years later the Wright brothers
took it from there.

Centennial of Fist FlightStanwell Park NSW

Events
1. A Lawrence Har::rave Commemorative
Year Committee of NSW Club representatives be set up to plan and implement
the necessary administrative tasks to enable
the largest number of members to partici pate
in the largest number of events throughout
the year under this banner;
2.

Plan to have at least one event orcelebration
in NSW each month during 1994, using as
many of our sites as practical and involving
as many of our Clubs as possible, either
alone or jointly with others, in the management and control of them;

3. These Clubs and sites would include
Laurieton, Manilla, Rylstone, Blackheath,
Merewether, Long Reef, Tumut, Forbes,

7. Appoint a Co-ordinator and Competition
Directors to take responsibility for each
event;
P."omotion
8. The 1994 Committee shou ld plan to lobby
for financial support for all the events of
1994 from the Federal Government, the
State Government and major business establishments. We should consider hiring
professional fund raisers to lobby on our
behalf for these events. Note that:-

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CORRADO CHALLENGER C - From Pro Design a true breakthrough in performance and ease
of handling. Suitable for both intermediate and advanced pilots. Amazing stability and handling in
difficult conditions with Class AlB SHV Acpuls rating. High speed (45 km/br) and superb glide (7: 1)
make this the canopy that finally bridges the gap between high performance expert only and
intermediate with intermedia te performance. A trst night will surprise and even convince the
sceptics. Fly the canopy which has the highest measured glide of any certified canopy (Bezau Austria
'92) and tbe speed whicb won the Torrey Pines air race. From $4750
CORRADO CHALLENGER - Firmly dedicated to the intermediate
class, a wdl proven performer under varied conditions as well as goodnaturl'dncss in difficult piloting situations. Excellrnt gl ide ratio (measun~d
at 6.4 to 1) and easy handling. New type of specd system extends speed
range to more than40 km/lIr. Suitable forbotb begimling and intermediate
pilots. SHV Acpuls Class A.. From $3850
DIABLO New for '92, good pcrfonn<lnce intermediate canopy, 3 riser,
laminall'd upper surface for longer life, speed system, ACPULS all 'A'
cl'ftification, from $3250

Challenger C (Expert)

Likc a secolld challcc·! Our cmcrl(cucy parachutl'S sta,"t from $595 with
or shurt bridle.
11,,11 willd 'pccd illdicatu,"s " $~S.OO.
Ilamcssl'S" scvcral types availahk

111111(

Corradu Challcngcl-

Call fm" p."kt's un st'ctmd-hand canupit's f."ul1I $1200

CalTY Stevenson
34 Cambra Road Belmont Vic 3216

Phone 018 351389 BH, AH/Fax 052432185
*** A
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paragliding liccnce is requircd for any glider purcbase
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:Lawrence
Hargraves continued... J:

a.

Hargraves was a New South Welshman, and
the events would generate considerable
tourist activity in the state;

b. other Airsports organisations (ASAC) are
planning to celebrate the centennial of
Hargrave's firstflighton 12 November 1994
at Wangaratta with the support of the
Federal Minister of Sport;
the SYDNEY 2000 BID is still in full flight
and we might be able to help each other by
using their logos at international competitions (Worlds, Womens and Paragliding)
this year, and hopefully after 23 September
1993, in return for whatever assistance they
can render us;

c.

9 . Clubs should promote their own events
among their municipal, service, chamber of
commerce, sporting, professional and community groups, and aim as far as possible to
be self funding. The extent of the grants and
subsidies from the organising committee
that can be allocated for each event will, of
course, depend on what funds the commi ttee
can raise from government and the private
sector. We should think BIG, REAL BIG, in
promoting these events.
Publicity
10. Should we -

a.

considerretainingan Advertising Agency to
generate interest throughout the community;

b. encourage the press and TV to give some
publicity and analysis to what Hargraves
achieved and what he gave birth to, on both
a general and on academic lines;
c. generate our own videos for this purpose;
d. replicate his first flight, with the assistance
of the Powerhouse Museum and Wollongong University;
e . call for designs for a Logo for use on kites,
fashion wear, bunting, stationery etc. We
should keep the 2000 Bid logo in mind, as
it is a particularly good one;
f.

request the Post Office to issue a Hargraves
45cstamp,and the Minta similar medallion.
Accounts

11.
a. There should be only one cheque book, dual
signatories and on-going audi ts of the 1994
account - supervised by the State Government;
b. Staff will all be volunteers, and only expenses duly receipted will be paid.
It looks as though 1994 will be of great significance to all airspace users, especially hang
gliders, and to both the NSW State Government
and the Federal Government, and to those
people and enterprises around the world with an
interest in aviation,
either professionally or
just for the love of it.

PROFESSIONAL

I suggest we participate in these celebrations in the best way we
can, and I would welcome every suggestion,
both positive and negative, on how we, both individually and as Clubs,
might go about doing
this.

Steve Hocking, Coord.

US/30 KALAROO ROAD , REDHEAD NSW 2290

NSWHGA.

lstPWC
Competition
Kitakyushu City
by J aq Derolland
It is with my Aboriginal Rainbow pen, that I'd
like to report the trip in Japan, and the first
Paragliding World Cup Competition of the year,
after a magic time in Australia! These last two
months in your country between Sydney and
Melbourne, by Beaufort and Forbes and the
gorgeous spot of Stanwell Park, shared and app.reciated by most of the Europeans on the "Island", was more than great. We want to come
back! And of course there are many people to
thank for their hospitality, sportive fair play or
dynamic activities in the Vol Libre! As you can
imagine, it was hard for us to get the plane to
Japan, knowing the weather would be cold!
Fukuoka was as expected; where are the polar
f1eecies! !
Right away, we could see that the PWC
(paragliding world cup) and the Japanese
wanted to start off on the right foot! Nothing is
left on the side, emphasis on the organisation
and quality, huge Opening Party, everybody in .
the same 5 star hotel. There were (maybe 40+)
organisors, secretaries, hostesses and Public
Relations personnel to take care of every detail
or need. The Japanese want the World Championship in 1995!
After 2 days of bad weather, (snow and wind)
55 of the best international pilots and 15
Japanese got used to the mobile phones that
everybody received, in the bus going to
Komenoyama for the first task of the week.
Strong wind at the take off and a speed run to
goal. 36 km later, at Ukiha Town only one pilot
was surrounded by the cameras. One of the best
prepared, Sebastien Bourquin! He explained to
me that he was happy he quit the herd who stuck
to the top of the hills (and the venturis!) the
a Ipi ne wa y, and he made most of his t1 ight in the
plain. Remond, Pendry and Gallon would be the
closest. Tedious task, with wind, to shadow the
relief, and the numerous electric lights. Sebas-

WOMEN'S WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS 1993

e
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9th Helen Ross (1st placed Australian)
11th Toni Noud
27th Leith Silva
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tian is still happy with his tactics and with his
brand new Edel.
The day after, the shuttle was made by
hel icopter to Mt. Fukucki! Low clouds and some
wind did't prevent the country's pilots, lead by
Andy Hedigen to organise a task. Unfortunately
this would be cancelled. Only 14 pilots went
through the minimal distance, and therefore not
enough for validation. Too bad for Armin Eder,
Suster, Goldsmith, Bollinger, Gallon, Remond
and Tschanhenz.
Thursday, at Mt Sarakura, we were just above
Kitakyushu City. The wind was strong and bad
direction. After hesitation, a task was decided.
We guessed already that that would be the last
for the week. Some pilots (German) wouldn't
start - they would regret it. There are 4 pilots at
thegoal, including Carmilla Pernerfrom Austria
and thus the first woman, Minegishi (the
"Samurai"), the Japanese recordman (26 1km in
South Africa), the smiley Buhler and the rough
Tschanhenz . Bourquin, by controlling the race,
took the crown and the cheque of 750,000 yenapplause!
1 Sebastien Bourquin (CH) Edel Racer, 2
Xavier Remond (F) Advance Omega II, 3
. Richard Gallon (F) UP Katana, 4 John Pendry
(UK), 5 Emald Tschanhenz (A) UP Fr, 6 Urs
Haari (CH) Edel Racer, 7 Cami lla Perner (A)
Edel Racer, 8 Andy Hediger (CH) Paratech
Proto, 9 Olivier Nef (CH) Advance Omega II,
10 Robert Graham (CH) Advance Omega II. •

FAI News
Please note that information about record attempts is temporary and subject to final approval
by FAJ, after FAJ have received the usual record
documentation.
New FAI World Records
Performance:
Type of record:
Name:
Nationality:
Class & category:
Date:
Glider:
Site:

412,56 km
Distance via a single turnpoint
Mark Gibson
USA
Hang Gliding, Flex wing
31.07.92
Wills Wing HP AT
Horseshoe Meadows, Owens
Valley, USA
Performance:
3.671 m
Type of record: Gain of height
Sean Dougherty
Name:
Nationality:
Canada
Class & category: Paragliding, General
19.08.92
Date:
Glider:
Apeo Astra 27
Site:
Gunter Owens Valley, USA
New FAI Registered Record Attempts
Name:
Urs Haari
Nationality:
Swiss
Class & category: Paragliding, Tandem category
Type of reco rd : Straight distance
Performance
claimed:
114 km
Date:
28.11.92
Nat Aero Club: Swiss Aero Club
Glider (if available):

Site:
Vryburg, South Africa
Present World
Record:
NEW
Name:
Urs Haari
Nationality:
Swiss
Class & category: Paragliding, Tandem category
Type of record: Gain of height
Performance
claimed:
4.230m
Date:
30.11.92
Nat Aero Club: Swiss Aero Club
Glider (if available):
Site:
Vryburg, South Africa
Present World
Record:
NEW
Name:
Judy Leden
Nationality:
United Kingdom
Class & category: Paragliding, Female category
Type of record: Straight distance
Performance
claimed:
128 km
09.12.92
Date:
Nat Aero Club: Royal Aero Club of UK
Glider (if available):
Site:
Vryburg, South Africa
Present World
Record:
NEW
Name:
Judy Leden
Nationality:
United Kingdom
Class & category: Paragliding, Female category
Type of record: Distance via a single turn point
Performance
claimed :
129 km
Date:
09.12.92
Nat Aero Cl ub: Royal Aero Club of UK
Glider (if available):
Site:
Vryburg, South Africa

Sole Australian Distributor for Solar Wings, Pegasus
and other Quality Trike Products
Pegasus XLT (XL TU!i)750 fpm while towing, in-flight trim 26-50 mph (syndicate special)

The most {ulvanceti towing trike yet built. Be quick, phone for an infomw.tion package.
Pegasus Quazar 2 582 LN CDr "The Limousine" with cruise control - low noise model is unbelievably
quiet
Pegasus "Q" 2nd in Wodd Cbampionsbips this year. Unbeatable Cl'OSS country pel-fonllance and
handling witb over 7 hOUl'S endumnce. Ask about the NEW Expol·t Model, it's even better!!
Pegaslls "XL" the recreational pilots' and Training Schools' favourite. Low noise 462 LC engine. 190 sq
ft of magic. Every serious training facility needs at least one of these. Now also available with 52 hp engine.

eu
AS en's'
~

Bandit tbe fastest flex wing on eat1b. Good fOI' going intel-state or just impl'essing people.
The Pegasus legal 2 seat trikes are top value NEW from $12,850 - they are fully backed with spares.

~__"~~.

"[ ROSSi Bandit 100 mph; the Italian Ferrari - 95.10
"

\

Skylark ISS 3 Jph at cruise; the ultimate therrnalling
___ ~
machine - 95.10
_~===-==<=---~-IA."\"~

Chaser S From $9,750 new - 95.32
~
Most of the above aircraft are ex-stock and C<1 n be test flown to ensure
you make the right choice. Phone for an information package and to arrange a test flight in
your area.
Don't forget your - COMMUNICA CONTEST helmet and intercom set, the best you can
get, with visors and radio interface. Ex-stock $1250
or your IVO Prop - 3 blade composite propellers to suit all ultralights. Ex-stock $600.00
Phone John Gooddch for all the latest in trike products and training

~"

.~ {
@
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~ Special deals available to flying schools· phone for information

Sky Cycles Pty Ltd
Bid 22 Second Ave Moorabbin Airport VIC 3194
Ph: (03) 587 5975, Mobile 018 336346
SKYSAILOR
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49 MaudeSt.

Ml MARTHA 3934

PaPOqhdinq canopies and accessopies - sale

& service

B.H.: 059741599
All boul'$: 018332737

These products are available from JUSTRA PARAGLIDERS. All are
manufactured by JUSTRA - STRATOS, which is quickly getting a high
recognition on European market. In some countries their products
are being sold under the name of JUNKERS
a famous German
aircraft manufacturer and major share holder of JUSTRA. Contact
Jerry Stipek for further information.
PARAGLIDERS:
CLASSIC 25 (60-90 kgs) and 27 (70-100 kgs) - New, 1992 design.
A perfect canopy for the first 20 hours or for those who do not plan to fly
regularly. Designed to make beginer's life safe and easy. No confusing trim
or speed system. with maximum stress on stability it is the most forgiving
canopy one can imagine. It can be deployed hands-free and it recovers from all
manoeuvres with a minimum los of height. All "A"s SHV, offcourse, with a big
margin. And on top of this - it even flies well - with gliding ratio 5.31
Price? Approx. $2500.
ACCORD 25 (65-90 kgs) and 27 (75-100 kgs)
suits to a pilot with some short experience already, who wants to fly more and
better. No worries about stability here either. My own 40 hours under this
canopy were most safe and enjoyable. walter Besh, SHV test pilot: "Accord has
better behaviour in most flying situations then other similar paragliders.
I've never tested canopy with so fast recovery from a negative spin." The
performance is of an intermediate paraglider and it has been tested with
l"B"SHV - frontal tuck. It features 4 risers with trim and speed system.
Available for less then $3000.
EXCEL 26 (70-90 kgs) and 28 (85-110 kgs)
suits to a more experienced pilot, who wants to fly only the best. That thing
seems to defy the laws of gravity with 1.1 m/s sink rate and 7.4 best glide.
within only 6 months I logged more than 80 hours (No, I do not fly fulltime.)1 I had the pleasure to fly it at many different coastal and inland
sites and pushed it to the limits. Excel's behaviour was always immaculate.
Excel debuted In Australian comps by taking third place in Australian open in a tough, international, competition. In Europe, beside other successes,
it's been extensively tested by Italian magazine Hobby volo and was rated
among the best paragliders on Italian market. Excel 26 has been tested by SHV
with 2 "B"s - asym. tuck, wingover. size 28 has "B" on neg. spin as well. It
has four risers, trim and speed system.
Excel costs just over $3500.
HARNESS
VICTOR
Comfortable, fully in flight adjustable harness. It has prov~s~on for back
protector and reserve. Large back and bottom pocket, pullies for speed system.
Approx. $500. Back protector available for extra approx. $100.
RESERVES
PLUS 23, 25, 31, 34
plus reserves have a proven record of saving lives in hang-gliding and
paragliding accidents. The lowest successful deployment was at only 30 m. plus
reserves are one 'f the fastest opening reserves available. Tested by SHV.
All for under $buJ.
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Present World
Record '
Name:
Nationality:
Class & category:
Type of record:
Performance
claimed:
Date:
Nat Aero Club:
Glider:
Site:
Present World
Record:
Name:
Nationality:
Class & category:
Type of record:
Performance
claimed:
Date:
Nat Aero Club:
Glider:
Site:
Present World
Record:
Name:
Nationality:
Class & category:
Type of record :
Performance
claimed:
Date:
Nat Aero Club:
Glider (if avail.):
Site:
Present World
Record:

NEW
Michi Kobler
Swiss
Paragliding, General category
Gain of height
4.080m

09.12.92
Swiss Aero Club
Almos 90
Vryburg, South Africa
3.671 m, Sean Dougherty,
Canada
Michi Kobler
Swiss
Paragliding, General category
Distance via a single tum point
135km
12.12.92
Swiss Aero Club
Almos 90
South Africa
109.32 km, Willi Muller,
Canada
Etsushi Matsuo
Japan
Paragliding, general category
Distance to a goal
183,7 \an
28.12.92
Japan Aeronautical Association
Kuruman, South Africa

146,22 km, Chris Muller,
Canada
Name:
Masahio Minegishi
Nationality:
Japan
Class & category: Paragliding, general category
Type of record: Straight distance
Performance
claimed:
264,2 \an

Date:
28.12.92
Nat Aero Club:
Japan Aeronautical Association
Glider (if available):
Site:
Kuruman, South Africa
Present World
Record :
227,65 km , Urs Haari,
Switzerland
Name:
Al ex Louw
Nationality:
South Africa
Class & category: Paragliding, General category
Type of record: Straight distance
Performance
claimed:
281,5 km
Date:
31.12.92
Nat Aero Club:
Aero Club of South Africa
Glider (if available):
Site:
South Africa
Present World
Record:
227,65 km, Urs Haari ,
Switzerland
Name:
Robbi Whittall
Nationality:
United Kingdom
Class & category: Paragliding, General category
Type of record:
Gain of height
Performance
4.470m
claimed:
Date:
06.01.93
Nat Aero Club:
Royal Aero Club of UK
Glider (if available):
Site :
South Africa
Present World
Record :
3.671 m, Sean Dougherty,
Canada
Name:
Robbi Whittall
Nationality:
United Kingdom
Class & category: Paragliding, General category
Type of record:
Distance via a single turnpoint
Performance
claimed :
252 km
Date:
22.01.93
Nat Aero Club:
Royal Aero Club of UK
Glider (if ava ilable) :
Site:
South Africa
Prese nt World
Reco rd :
109,32 km, W. Muller, Canada

•

Scott "swings" along Sunnyside - p Heinz Bobner

r----- ----- ..

•

•

ICOM !:•

•

•
••• NEW SATELLITE NAV !!

•

••
•
••

••
•
••

I
• Small. easy to use. fully fea- •
tured and accurate. The ICOM
• handheld GP5 is now available. •
I Call for a colour brochure about.
• the worlds easiest to use GP5! •

I

I ICOM 4OG+ UHF RADIO
• Australia's most popular handheld UHF
• radio. The ICOM 40G PLUS comes with
either a gutsy 5 watts power pack or a
• long life 3 watt power pack as standard
• eqUipment (nota wimpy 1.5 watts).

•
•
•

•

• Great range of accessories also availa• ble including the ICOM ultralight head• set with boom mike and push to talk
I SWitch. Guara ntee 12 mths.

I
I

I

I

40GPIus Only $ 550
H551 Headset $ 95.00

I
I
I
I

(Your choice ..... BP'?, 5w 450 mAh,
or CM96, 3w 1200mAh battery )
NEXT DAY· DELIVERY ONLY $16

•
•

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I

I

•

I ICOM A~20 AIRBAND
I
I At last a reliable handheld VHF radio I
I the ICOM A-20 ! Programmable scan, I
• backlit panel & VOR navigation function. I
Fully guaranteed by tCOM Australia.
• Headsets, Helmets and a wide range of I
other accessories available.
I
FREE case & FREE AC & DC chargers ....

•
I

I PRICE DOWN 50 BE QUICK!

I
I
I

SKYSAILOR

$595
$ 660

NEXT DAyo DELIVERY $18

•

Prices tax exempt for aircraft use.

I
I
I
I

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES

..
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A-20
A-20MK11

SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 431-2131, (03) 744-1305
FAX (03) 431-1869

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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New Product
(I

(I

Moyes Flying Suits

(I

Features:
Australian Team Selection for World
Hang Gliding Championships, Owens
VaUey, USA

World Championship in the United States, but it
is not know what type of glider he intends to fly.

•

Made from Neo Nylon with Thinsulate and
Cotton lining

Womens World Championships 1993
Nanyo, Japan

•
•

Full length zippers

Drew Cooper, Carl Braden, Mark Newland,
Steve Moyes, Dave Adams, Russell Duncan,
Reserve, Steve Blenkinsop.

Due to poor weather only 4 rounds were held
resulting in :

P.-ess Release

Teams:
1 Switzerland, 2 France, 3 Germany, 4 Australia

Carl Braden Resigns from Enterprise
Wings Pty Ltd
Well known hang glider pilot and proprietor
of the Australian based manufacturer Enterprise
Wings resigned as director and left the company
at the end of March 1993. The resignation was
due to irreconcilable partnership differences
relating to management and future development
of the company. Enterprise Wings is now wholly owned by the remaining director Bryan
Hayhow.
As an Australian Hang GI iding Team member,
Carl Braden will compete at this year's FAI

Individual:
1 Francoise Dieuzeide-Banet (F)
2 Kari Castle (USA)
3 Isabelle Piaget (CH)
4 Diane Ecoeur (CH)
5 Judy Leden (UK)

Tailored fit

•
•
•

3 Zippered pockets

*

Concealed Hood

*

10 colours available

Padded Knees
2 Side zips

Womens Wodd Championships 1994
The proposed venue of the Owens Valley USA
has been changed to Chelan, Washington state,
USA. The team size will be 6 with the best 3 to
score each day.
Womens Wodd Championships 1996
Australia has been successful in its bid to hold
the Womens World Championship 1996. HGFA
plans to form committees to organise this and
other international competitions in the future.
LEAP 1992 W orksbops
LEAP stands for Lifeskills for Elite Athletes
Program. The workshops are intensive tutorial
sessions with most classes limited to 15. Location: Sports House, Wentworth Park, Sydney.
Courses run from 9.30 to 4.30, with an hour
break for lun ch.
25 May 1993 - Business communication
26 May 1993 - Grooming and public speaking
1,2 June 1993 - Career Management
8,9 June 1993 - To Be Announced
Contact: Dawn Fraser, PO Box 118, Balmain
NSW 2041, phone 02 8185512.
"The 20th Coupe Icm-e and Festival
Film"

Du

This well known International Meeting in
France, near Grenoble, has a new attraction in
1993: The 1st International Mee ting of Rigid
Wings in France from September 17th to September 19th.
They are Suggesting:

*

A competi tion to see the performances of all
these foot launched gliders

*

A meeting with all the constructors, professional or others, for them to discuss this form
of free tlyi ng

*

An exposition of their gliders for the public

They are open to any other proposals, desired
or imagined by rigid wing owners.

Price:

$300_00

Contact Moyes Delta Gliders phone 02
3875622
New Flight I nsh-uments
Airborne Windsports has secured distributopship for Braiiniger (German) flight instruments
for the Australian market.
The range includes the "Basis" with standard
features of 2 memories for altitude, dual tone
audio, memo function and altitude for the previous 5 flights and more.
The top of the line model the "Competition"
has all the above features plus ASI, FAl approved barograph, and programmable Nominal
Speed indicator.
Word has it that there is a few secondhand Ball
instruments for sale about the Airborne factory!!
Training Glider
Airborne's 154 Buzz is now in production.
Schools are finding the Buzz has easy ground
handling characteristics, no doubt due to the
small contro l frame and good static balance.
Hang Gliding Posters!
Have those grea t photos from the HGFA
ca lendar laminated into permanent posters. Now
$5 plus postage and packing. ContactHGFA069
472888 . •

If you a re interes ted, phone: St Hilaire, France
76085399
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Team Mediocre Meets
Corryong Cup 1993
by Russell Ferrier
The co n~pt of Team Mediocre was formed on
the Saturday night of the first day of competition.
While debriefing members of the team at o ur
H.Q. (Towong campsite) we decided that as we
flew quite badly that day we really sho uld fly
badly as a team, and here we are. The a lternate
choice, Team Rancid was defeated by quietly
threateni ng Mike Payne with a midnight bath in
the mighty Murray!
Our honorary coach and occasio nal world
champio n, Judy Leden, went straight to the hea rt
of the problem by suggesting that fo ll owing the
wind dummy (me!) directly to the bomb-out
paddock was not really the way to get points on
the board and maybe tomorrow I could try something radical after launch, "Like, turn circles o r
somethi ng" .
Coach's words were still ringing in our ears
the next morning as, to the accompaniment of
copious hawking and snorting Team Mediocre
prepared to do battle with the gods.
Once agai n Team Mediocre was fi rst to arri ve
at launch, partly due to our not needing to know
any of the detai Is regardi ng turn poi nts, magnetic
north deviation, micro-met and other esoteric
subjects; and partly because ofa misunderstanding on our part that no, rea lly, there is no prize
for being first up the mountain.
Fully primed by Judy's harangue of the previous night we di scussed tactics and the val ue of
opening a pie ca rt at the bomb-out paddock to
cater for all the pilots led astray by the wind
technician.
I launch first again, and actually try turning
ci rcl es but somehow mix up Judy's instructions
and instead of turning and climbing, I manage to
core beautifully some really great sink. I land
uphill , downwind at the·base ofM!. Ell iot having
traversed a horizontal distance of about four
metres! During the long trudge back to the
bomb-out paddock I wonder if I 've finally
managed to win a prize?
Coach disappoints us by making goal at
Tooma Pub. Distraught at the prospect of having
a JXltential w inner in o ur midst we s ulk and can
only be coerced into a semblance of normality
by severa l gifts of a particular! y decent a Ie while
Judy humbly apo logises fo r her indiscretion.
Day Three dawns to the now familiar sight of
Mike Payne proving, yet aga in, that water plus
"No Frills" milk powder does not equal milk.
Mark Russell jaffles eggs into a s ubstance closely resembling la nding wheel plastic and th e
W o rld Cham pi o n invites herself over for coffee
and brings the water, milk, ke ttl e and of course,
coffee! I quietly muse upon the half dozen bottles of home brew sitting in the esky ....

May 1993

Tactics today consist of two possible
aven ues. The first requires that I launch,
sky o ut to ten grand,
make both turn points
and race to goal in less
than one hour in order
to confuse the others.
This aven u e was
rejected when we
worked out how
much money co uld be
lost if I'm not at the
bomb-out paddock in
ti me to open up the
pie cart.

Trikes, Trikes, Trikes

••••

.... for the best deals on:
Pegasus Quasar
Pegasus "Q"
Pegasus "XL"
Australia's Airborne EDGE

.... you can't afford not to contact:
Gavin Bond on:
(03) 807 6138 or (018) 557 596

Tacti c two worked
wonderfully well and
actua ll y won us our
first prize whilst totally baftling the other
competi tors. It goes
something like this:
The Direct Distributor For Solar Wings
Take one bottle of inVictoria's Newest Australian Edge Dealer
sect repellent shaped
like an eye wash bottle. Take one world
champion eye (left or righ t optional), mix quickly and stand back.
In fact it worked so well Judy won the comp,
I thermalled the ri ght way and ended up o ne
thousand feet above launch, Ma rk went c ross
co untry eleven kil ometres and Mike was too ill
to fly at all ; a conditio n not unexpected, and I
expect closely related to the afo rementioned
milk powder.
Mu ch merriment was had by a ll that night at
the Court House Hotel. Team Mediocre stood
o ut from the crowd, as was it's due. (Actually
we were so late retrieving Ma rk we didn't have
time to wash but I don't think anyone noticed.)
The day en ded with a tipsy coach sleeping at
the bomb-out paddock (and w hy not! She never
got nea r it durin g the comp.). And me failing
o nce aga in to conv in ce the team of th e
the rapeuti cand bondingqualities ofa nude rom p
through the peppermint paddocks.
Congratul ations to Judy Leden for herwin and
indeed all who competed, with specia l thanks to
the Illawarra Hang G lidi ng Club for organising
the event (and letting me wind dummy!) an d the
people of C..orryong for s upJXlrti ng this competiti on.
Team Mediocre: Russell Ferri er, Mike Payne,
Ma rk Russell
Honorary C..oach: Judy Leden •
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Rosin's Lookout,
Queensland

by Kathy Damm

The big birds fly
Stiff winged, wide sailed,
Lift hunting, thermal seeking.
Rising, failing, soaring,
Slow circles against a blue sky.
Pink & white, green & orange, white
& purple
The big birds fly.
Below them cars stop.
People emerge,
Stand, point and chatter,
Discuss, ad'}1ire - (anrf envy?)
The big birds flying.
Beyond the mountains rise.
Flat topped, tree covered, cliff
scarred,
Ageless.
Above them a/l, the big birds fly.
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1,750 Kilometres
For A Fly
After about six weeks of planning today was
the day we were going to Wyndham for a long
weekend's flying.
A guy who lived in Alice Springs had gone to
Wyndham a rouple of years ago and had been
trying to get us flyers from Alice to go there.
Well we had set the date - 6.30 pm Thursday 6
September.

The potential for cross
country flying is
unbelievable.
We decided to travel to Dunmarra, approximately 850 km that night and finish the
other 900 kill the next morning. There are no
speed limits in the Territory which makes long
travel more easy.
We reached Wyndham about 3pm Friday and
asked a rouple of locals where we could find
Steve Prior. Wyndham being a small town we
had no problems. We were greeted by a guy
named Beat, with a strong German accent.
Steve was at work so Beat showed us the way
to the top of the Bastion, the hill we were to fly
from. We were rapt; 1200 ft to play with. Beat
pointed out the spot landing target, the drums on
the swamp that we were supposed to slalom wi th
the shadow of our gliders and produced the
program for the evening. 6 pm eat, 7.30assemble
gliders at the club for the towns people to see,
and auction of pilots for the next day's compoWe
though we were here for fun.
The first day it was on so the locals said . At
launch it was a variable westerly, and for all
except Ian Lambert "Alice Team", who found a
nice thermal, it was a sled ride trying to slalom
around the drums and get back fora spot landing.
Paul Olinga "Alice Springs" left his run a bit late
to spot land which left hi m one broken downtube

and a bent
crossbar. 3700
km for approximately
eight minutes of
flying. The social side of the
weekend was
great. Paul Helwig had an imIan Lambert, WyndlUlm - photo Phil Danby
pressive
banked turn beLooking back at launch it seemed an age
come a circle with one wing tip touching the
before the next pilot went. I rould not tell if it
ground. His points were deducted for being unwas Peter Ryan "Alice Springs" or Steve Prior.
tidy.
After about an hour, I saw that the pilot was
Although nobody did a lot of flying that day
Peter, flying over the power station and wharf,
we all had a great time with the local pilots and
looking for lift. There was Pete, in his Mission,
of course consumed large quanti ties of alrohol.
right up with the rest ofus on his first thermalling
It was about 39° and 80% humidity. No swimattempt. He had Paul Helwig's vario and a smile
ming because of the crocS .
from ear to ear.
When Steve had said it was on every day we
We had a presentation that evening, again
all thought he meant the wind was in the right
consum ing lots of whatever there was, until early
direction to cause ridge lift. He actually meant
morning. All too soon it was Monday 7 am and
that there was good thermal activity every day.
we had to drive the 1,750 km home to start work
Sunday was much the same, only lighter.
Today's task being who could stay up the
longest. Fat chance; here comes another sled
ride.
Ian took to the air first and hooked into a nice
thermal which saw him spec out and the crowd
of locals go "ooh, aah" . Beat was next and he
followed Ian.
The light wind was roming predominantly
over the back and the two most experienced
pilots were in the air. I decided to go for my sled
ride to the landing area. After a few minutes
waiting a light cycle came up the face, swinging
the indicator to the right direction so I went for
it. Great, straight into a thermal which took me
to join the other two.

SAsSANO

again on Tuesday. We are all going back again
next year, but we're going for at least a week.
The potential for cross country flying is unbelievable. I have never experienced conditions
where there is so much air going up.
I would like to tha nk Steve, Beat, Steve the
Wharfy for fixing my racks, Clive, St Johns,
Emergency Services and all the other towns
people who made it a special weekend.
If you're going to be in Northern WA about
August/September, ring Steve Prior on 091
611269 for arrangements. There's a good chance
we'll see ya there!
Pete's still got that smile on his face.
Safe flying all, Phil Danby, Alice Springs •

ITALY 1993
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A Couple Of Good Days At
The Owens

A

IRe

0

TEe

by Fred Gungl

Friday 29th May, 1992

PICCOLO 1
- Altimeter
- Variometer

8.30 am and the day was looking promising, a light N-Westerly and the
Cu's were already building over the Sierras. I hitched a ride up to Gunter
launch. The plan was to fly to Boundary Peak at the end of "The Whi tes",
then back to Flynn's LZ, approximately 116 km out and back.

PICCOLO 2
With speed meter

An eagle had hooked a cycle out the front of launch. It was time to go.
The cores were narrow, it was a struggle working up to the back of the
range. I headed south to Red Hill (behind Flynn's launch) then North for
the upwind leg to Boundary P~1k.
! stayed up high as it was bumpy near the deck and! was getting drilled
crossing the canyons. ! finally made White Mountain which is about
halfway down the range. It had been slow going even though the thermals
had been consistent, averaging 6-8 m/s. I had had to turn back at this point
on the previous day as the end of the range had overdeveloped - today was
looking better.

A LIB I

At around the three quarter mark "the Owens" decided to remind me
where I was. Whilstcrossing a canyon in relatively smooth air- my canopy
got folded up above me. After a change of underwear, I decided to head
out to the front of the range.

ALIBI 2 PLUS
- Altimeter
- Variometer
- Stop watch
- Peak-value memory
- Flight (ounter /
total flight -time

Four hours had passed, and I had reached the Boundary Peak turnpoint.
The last hour had been spent at around 4,500 m. The cold and lack of
oxygen was taking effect. Looking back up the range, a cloud street had
set up. With the tailwind, it should be a cruise.
!Ianded at Flynns LZat5.30 pm, 2 hours later. Mark Gibson was heading
up to launch for an evening cruise, and he offered me a ride. I, however,
opted for a dip in the creek and a cold beer. The Owens Valley is a great
place, even for a "Dopechute" on the right day.
Canopy: Falhawk APEX MR 110, Vario: Flytec 3020, Flight Duration:
6 hours, Maximum Height: 4710 m MSL, Height Gain: 2,400 m, Maxi-

PRIMUS

mum Climb Rate: 8 mls

Sunday 31st May, 1992

PRIMUS STANDARD
- Altimeter
- Variometer
- Speed meter
- Real time
- Stop watch
- Peok·value memory
- Flight (ounter /
total flight-time

There was a lightEasterly and the base was high. Today's goal was South
to Lone Pine.
I launched from Flynn's at 1 pm, hooking a strong thermal which took
me up to the back of the range. The first obstacle would be the canyon
before Black Mountain. I was hitting good lift, but also heavy sink.
I crossed the canyon at 5,000 m hitting Black Mountain quite low. I came
across a boomer - it peaked at <) mls and took me up to 5,400 m. It was a
buzz getting up that high, but bloody cold! It was as good a time as any to
cross the 12 km Westgard Pass. I reached the other side just in front of the
foothi lis, havi ng gotten drilled averaging5 mls down at times. I was hitting
lift but it was too bouncy and I opted for a landing out at the front.
Even though I was way short of goal, it had been a good flight, the climb
up to 5,400 m was a buzz, but I can't say I was that enthused about the 2
hour walk out.

PRIMUS BAROGRAPH
With barograph max 76 hours 3 recording (ycles Automati( altitude s(ale -

Maximum Height: 5,400 m MSL, Height Gain: 3763 m, Maximum
Climb Rate: 9 mis, Flight Duration: 2 hrs 50 min
I had spent a couple of weeks at Bishop in the Owens Valley. I was lucky
to strike some good pays, strong thermals and light winds. Spring isn't a
particularly good time for paragliding due to the unpredict,lble conditions.
On one occasion I was stuck hanging around at 3500 m AGL waiting for
the valley floor to ease up. A gust front had pushed through without
warning, near the ground was no place to be.
September through November is the best time for paragliding - there is
still good thermal activity, but you are not as likely to get dust devilled. If

AIR COTEC

you are planning a trip to the area, contact either Mark Axen or Kevin.
They have spent many years !lying in the area. Kevin also runs tours in
the region . •
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Aircotec Australia
27 Oberon Ave, E. Hawthorne VIC 3123
Ph & Fax 038824130
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HGFA Calendar of Events - 93/94
June 1993
HGFA Coaching Comm. Meeting
7-8
Contact Craig Worth
24-Jul 11

18-27

Sports House Sydney
065592713

FAl World Championships
Owens Valley USA
Contact Clive Gilmour
042941261
Ops Manager to visit NSW/ACf regions, clubs and
instructors . Facility and site inspections.

TBA

Verbier Switzerland

Contact Charly Fellay

038824130

Gillies Competition

Cairns Nth Old

Contact Nev Akers

070512438

Eungella Competition

Eungella Nth Old

Dave Lamont

079461157

October 1993
6-8

Womens' Fly-in

Canungra Sth Old

Contact Marie Jeffery for Helen Ross 066280356
9-17
23-31
26-31

NSW State Titles

Canungra Sth Old
075324874
Manilla NSW

Contact Ross Duncan

049431900

Vic Spring C.ompeti tion

Mt Beauty/Mt Cole

Contact Wes Hill

038794217

SE Old Championships
Contact Richard Nevins

November 1993
1-2,14-15,
21-22

Vic Spring Competition

Mt Beauty/Mt Cole

Contact Wes Hill
I) I cJ,;fS. 038794217
Ops Manager to visit NSWtA.t:i regions, clubs and
instructors. Facility and site inspections.
TBA

28-Jan 5

Jacaranda Festival (PHG & HG)

Grafton NSW

Contact Joe Scott

066842616

8-16
15-23
19-27
29-5 Feb

Vic Paragliding Open

Bright Vic

Contact Ken Mitchelhill

038192717

Ops Manager to visit NSWfACT regions, clubs and

6-13
13-20
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Hang Gliding Re-entry

I

've recently taken up hang gl iding for the second time after a break of
some 6 years. Back in 1987 I decided that without the time to keep up
the airtime and remain current that I was becoming a danger to myself and
should quitlhesport. At the time I never really intended to take it up again
but the temptation proved too much. In the intervening time 1 got married
and now have a young son to share my time with.
Despite having been in hang gliding for nearly 10 years, I accepted the
fact that I would need to start at the bottom and work up. So I enrolled in
a 5 day novice course to brush up my skills. To anyone thinking of taking
up flying again, yes, it is like riding a bike and it comes back quickly. The
training slopes were a bit of a chore but looking back, valuable for
practicing those much neglected takeoff and landing techniques. I ended
the course with an hour of soaring and my novice certificate.
The real reason for writing however, is that having had a complete break
for 6 years, some changes to our sport seemed worth mentioning. Firstly
the expense of gaining the first rating seemed considerable having to be
gained through an instructor. I can't complain about this as 1 argued for
this sort of system in previous letters to Skysailor. The only concern is that
the standards of teaching in these professional schools could be more
closely monitored by the HGFA This could include a review of the types
of sites some students are being launched off. (Ed's Note: Since receiving

S

econdly the annual membership fee seemed quite high . Being a
member of the AUF, its annual membership of about 65% of ours left
me with a few questions. Is hang gliding considered more dangerous by
the insurance companies? (Ed's Note: TheAUF has a basic membership
fee with a 2 yearly renewal fee for licences, and does appear to be a little

Bogong Cup

Kiewa Valley Vic

Contact John Adams

057572945

less expensive. However, their membership is amost double that of
HGFA's.)

Corryong Cup

Corryong Vic

Contact James Nathaniel

042971923

Flatlands Hang Gliding
Contact Lynn Giffin
Mt Cole International XC Classic

Forbes NSW
068523899
MtC.{)le Vic

My next observation is that of equipment. Today's starting pilots don't
know how good they have got it. Enclosed double surface gliders are the
norm and good secondhand gliders are readily available. The gliders
perform beautifully, unlike the tlying rocks of yesteryear.

Contact Charly Fellay

038824130

Australian Hang Gliding Open

Kiewa Valley Vic

Contact John Adams

057572945

Australian Paragliding Open

Cmryong Vic

Contact Stuart Andrews

0694844461

February 1994
5-13

Adelaide

pilots I have met has been very good .

January 1994
8-11

HGFA Board Meeting

Mark's artie/e, HGFA has employed an Operations Manager to do just
that!) Overall this system does work well as the standard of most novice

December 1993
3-7

066842616

Mark Dedman

instructors. Facility and site inspections.

26-0ct 3

Wangaratta Vic

Contact Executive Director vi cds .", 069472888

TBA Gold Coast

Contact Executive Director (2 ~y
069472888
Ops Manager to visit N5Wf;A;Cf regions, clubs and
18-19

PHG National Fly-in
Contact Joe Scott

instructors. Facility and site inspections . •

Paragliding World Championships

September 1993
3-5
HGFA Annual General Meeting

Contact Andrew Humphries

042941898
TBA
093816053

March 1994
25-27

August 1993
2-15

Contact Geoff Robertson
WA State Titles

Vic Open Hang Gliding

MtCole Vic

Contact Wes Hill

038794217

Lawrence Hargraves Centenary

Stanwell Park

Contact Kieran Tapsell

042942645

Paragliding Flatlands

Forbes NSW

Something that has n't changed in the last 15 years, however, is the small
percentage of advanced pilots who seem to consider themselves amongst
some super elite group. This is not to say that I haven't met some very
helpful advanced pilots. Some seem to have their minds on some higher
plain that prevents communication with novices. On several occasions
politely asked questi ons or greetings have been rudely ignored or brushed
off. It generally doesn't bother me but to a novice with sagging confidence,
it can make a world of difference. So if you are one of this small group,
remember, helping novices progress safely ultimately maintains the image
of our sport and access to sites and airspace.
Finally if you're thinking of re-entering our fantastic sport, do it. No
other form of flying is quite like it and once you've tasted it, it stays in
your blood . Safe, high and enjoyable flying to all . •
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Mister Average
Reprinted from Cross Country
Spanishloe

I

n every competition, whether the British Nationals, the European or World Championships ... it seems to me there are 3 kinds of pilot.
The first is new pilots, grateful to enter, happy
to learn from the experience of others and
dreaming of a future when they will be champions.
There are other pilots who struggle, because
of work, money or lack of skills, just to stay in
one more year, hoping to do well enough to
leave with pride so they have something to tell
their grandchildren . There are also female pi lots
whose hearts are not really in the competition
but it is the only way to see and cheer on their
competing companions. Of course, sometimes
the roles are reversed and good pilots are born
out of this situation.
There is always the hippy, who gave up everythi ng - house, career, love, for the thri II of flying.
They scrounge lifts, eat left-overs, wear sandels/tlipflops even in the snow but they are
friendly and cheerful. You can see them all over
the world in the tatty old vans they call home.
Then there are the champions. The ones
magazines write about. Their names become the
pop-stars of our sport. They are sponsored by
companies or glider manufacturers. They seem

z•
o

to go from one holiday to another (they call it
competing!). They travel the world, fly the best
sites, the strongest thermals. In winter you see
them at the latest paradise island resort. They
have the best and latest gliders, warm suits and
varios - mostly free. They look brown. Someti mes they have a beauty on their arm whose legs
seem to reach the parts your girlfriend never
reaches. But to beat them is difficult. Somehow,
if you have one bad day, you drop 20 places
whereas they would only go down 3. By definition, the best pilots are at the top of every competition . They are always pleasant and you feel
proud when they buy you a drink (not that that
happens very often). Some are very good at
giving advice, hel p and understanding. Some do
not forget how their own career began.
However, the group I most admire have a
full-time job, sometimes with great responsibility,are married or havea long-term relationship, have children and a family life to honour.
This pilot uses thewhole4 weeks annual holiday
to go to competitions, even if his wife moans at
him. He takes great care of his harness . He buys
the latest gliders and equipment. While he can
afford this through his well-paid job, he still
fi nds it hard. If he spends £2000 on a new glider,
his wife wants to spend the same on a new
carpet, washing machine etc. If he is re.c1l1y unlucky he is paying his ex-wife too, the one who
could not understand his passion for flying until
they slowly drifted apart.

We all live off this man. We feed on him like
leeches for every penny he earns during his 60
hour week. Manufacturers sell him the latest
hang glider every spring. He will sensibly
replace his reserve chute every 2 years. I wi II sell
him a year's subscription of this magazine. He
will always be a member of the club. He is
insured for a sneeze to a broken leg. His family
will receive a fortune if anything happens to
him. But he is liked and respected. He is the life
of any competition because he has been flying
for years and is a very good experienced pilot.
He understands the competition formula and,
while he may not win, he gives the champions a
good run for their money. He will push them to
the limits. His great achievement is not necessarily winning the competition (even if this has
happened before), but to beatlohnPendry.
He has put too much effort into his marriage,
work and everything in his life to let the competition slip from his grasp. He will give 120%
every time. Year after year such pilots will compete, keeping the competition alive. When he
wins, he will greatly rejoice and the silver cup
will be proudly displayed on a newly built shelf,
unlike the champions with their carpets full of
cups . We will all gain because, without him, we
would not have a realistic club or competition .
You are the star, the provider. We admire and
salute you, Mr Average . •

I
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Radios
Icom IC A 20 MKII Airband
Icom IC 40 UHF
Icom IC 40 G UHF
Also headsets, switch boxes,
spare battery packs and more_
Phone now for competitive prices!

t-

<

Helmets
Carabiners (steel)
EA. Parachutes
Sjostrom Variometres
AirBorne T-Shirts

UJ

c

$60
$29

$550
$680

>

$25

r

Bankcard, Visa, Mastercard welcome

•
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AirBorne Windsports 12130 Kalaroo Rpad, Redhead, NSW 2290 Australia
Telephone (049) 499199 Fax. (049) 499395
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Australian
Paragliding
Open 1993
by Ken M itchelhill
French paragliding photographer, Xavier
Murillo returned to Australia for his second visi t
wearing a T-shirt bearing the words: "1992
Elmhurst Blue Nightmare - 1993?". Was this
goi ng to be our thi rd paragl idi ng competi tion for
the season (remember the non-existent NSW
Open and the round and a half Vic Open") to be
marred by the terrible spate of weather that had
purported to be our summer? In eight days we
would know .
Saturday 30th January
The official warm up day dawned fineand sunny
with moderate NE winds forecast. Small groups
of pilots set off independently to sneak in a bit
of practice with many of them getting lost in the
forest looking for the Mt. Lonarch takeoff. Arrival at the takeoff was repeatedly greeted with
wind at right angles to the takeoff direction and
the sight of hoards of paragliders soaring
Elmhurst in the distance.
By 5pm over 30 gliders cI uttered the small
ridge at Elmhurst in moderate soaring conditions with the odd weak thermal breaking off.
Three midair collisions involving a particular
nationality of pilots were the low light of the
afternoon with the best performance of the day
to Englishman, Roger Barber, as the only pilot
to venture away from the ridge with a 5 km flight
to the North.
Sunday 31st January, Day 1 - forecast, light
North East - takeoff Mt. Lonarch - task Open
Distance.

Ho scratching at Sunnyside - p Heinz
Bobner

The first day of many days of sitting around
waiting for the conditions to improve. Very light
winds all day with aslowly lifting inversion . The
day threatened to be so good and ended in disappointment for most, with only one pilot getting away. Paratech test pilot, Pascal Betend
amazed onlookers with his radical 360s in the
takeoff slot after which he flew his prototype
wing 25 km to land next to his tent in the
Beaufort camping ground. Apart for a few
valiant efforts to attain distance down the east
ridge, the majority of pilots were happy to glide
to the bombout paddock for the minimum
points. The word had gotten around from the
free fliers that Ben Nevis was on and most
competitors enjoyed a relaxing soar in the late
afternoon sun. Theonly pilot to not enjoy herself
was Ballarat 's Heike Hamman who scratched
into the summit power line and completed the
most amazi ng trapeze act of th e week, to
remarkably survive with only moderate glider
damage. The evening saw the HGFA scoring
system, designed to take "luck" into account,
awarding Pascal with 13 points (out of 1000
possible) for his 25 km and the rest of th e field
3 poi nts for bombout. Questions are asked about
justice in the scoring system, and the answer is
"this is the best we've got".
Monday 1st February, Day 2 - forecast
moderate North West - takeoff Suga rloaf.

It seemed to take ages to assemble the whole
field at Sugarloaf, partly because of the lack of
access for the competitors' bus. It was clear that
the strongish wind was too far otT to the West
for Sugarloaf and the tield was moved to Ben
Nevis. In the mean time, free lliersJeremy TOI-r
and Greg Walsh had launched in the strong
conditions and llew creditable llights north to
Elmhurst township. By the time the competition
got itself into gear, the place was blown out and
the round cancelled.
Tuesday 2nd Fehruary, Day 3 - forecast
moderate North West - Sugarloaf - Open Distance.
Early assembly of the tield at Sugarloaf, and
a much more enthusiastic response to the conditions. A band of clouds approaching from the
West had everyone otT Ciuly soaring th e entire
east ridge of Mt. CoOle in dclightfullight thermi c
conditions, patic ntlywaiting fo rthe magi cdo ud
to arrive. Some pilots spent up to four hours in
the air waiting, slowly rc;i1ising that after some
early promise, the cloud had ceased to move .
Most com petitors ventured as far north along the
ridge a~ po~sible and took the best thermal they
could rind before lohbi ng over the b;lc k toward
Elmhur~t township . Pati e nce paid olT for
Stanwell'~ Call1emn Young who got the bes t
height of the day at the right tillle and cruised
over th e bac k to manage a creditahle 15 killS .
The lield was evenly spread over the distance
and the scoring ~ystelll said this was a good day .
Wednesday:kd Fehl'ual)', nay 4 - Illode rat e
North Westerly - Sugarloar - Ope n Distance
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Another repeat of the first day with conditions
not quite right and most of the field sitting back,
hesitant to take off. A few early brave souls took
off but failed to do better than the bombout
paddock. As the wind strength increased the
conditions improved but with only 30 minutes
to go before window closure there were many
pilots yet to launch, and it was obviously unsafe
to la unch in the westerly wind that crossed
launch. A quick move to Ben Nevis and an
amazing launch sequence that had the window
closed due to high winds on numerous occasions. All of the remai ni ng pilots got off safely. Whilst the lift wasn't strong, it went a long
way. Many pilots were to regret their decisions
to l.eave thermals travelling at only 0.5
metres/second. Challenger C pilot, Jergen
Stock spend hours working away at weak lift to
get up to 1500 metres above takeoff and put in
the most brilliant night of the week, of85 km to
Castlemaine. Jergen picked out a hospitable
looking farmhouse to land near and was heard
complaining during the rest of the week that
Charly had picked him up too quickly. Charly
found him perched in the farmer's swimming
pool drinking beer when he turned up to answer
the retrieve call. Several loca l pilots flew
creditable performances that day, with the best
being South Australian Rick Wilson - 20.1 km,
ex- Victorian Bunie O'Rielly with 31.2 km,
honorary Victorian Ron McKenzie with 39.8
km and local hero Gary Stevenson with an
exce ll ent 40.0 kill. It was tremendous to see this
group of Aussie pilots out-flying many of the
more experienced European visitors on this day.
The scoring system thought this wasa good day,
but there was a bit of luck involved in Jergen
getting that far away from the others.
Thursday 4th - Friday 5th - Saturday 6th &
Sunday 7th Febl'uaJ)'
The weather was to get the better of the competition after a couple of brilliant days flying. The
very slow passage of a cold front under the
inlluence of a cyclone off the no rth wes t coast
of Australia produced thunderstorms, rain and
very strong wi nds for the rest of the week. It was
a great shame for the competition to end this
way, and pe rhaps we can look back in years to
come and write the SUllliller of 1993 off. The
competition did show howevcr that excellent
distances arc possibl e on pilragliders from the
Mt. Cole area in the right weathcr co nditions .
Congratulations have to go to all the co mpetitors for Ilying th eir bes t during the two good
days that we did have, to Charly for excellent
organisatilln allli to Ray for thorough and
res polls ible cllillpetitiun directilln.
Sec you all in NSW next yem.
Final Top I'ladngs
Men : I . .Iergen Stoc k (A), 2. Si Illun Nighy (NZ),
3. Dupal ()lIdra (Cz), 4. (';1Il1eron Young(Aus) ,
5. lIernie O'Riclly (AUS), 6 . Xavier Murillo (F) ,
7 . Ron Mc Ke nzie (AUS)
WOlllen: 1. <;inaWright(IlK)
2 . Ilcikc Il alllman (AUS) •
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Occasional
Pilots
Digby Jacobs
V en Le Marquand 's article in September
.&skysailor regarding those of us who are
parents and, therefore, occasional pilots, pulled
a few heart strings. His basic premise is correct.
There is at least one other pi lot (am I sti II a pi lot?
I still think like one at times: look at the weather
and ask whether it would be on at Spion or
Flinders or wherever) who has not flown for
quite some timeand who is biding his time until
he can get back into the air.

I watch the birds and the
skies. I go to airshows ...
Ken's story is similar to mine. I first started
flying in '87-'88 when I had returned from an
overseas foray . I was a jilted lover and was
looking for a way to realise a fantasy of being
able to fly . I wasn't flush with funds and therefore powered flight was out. Fixed wing gliders?
Why not rag wings?
With the help of Mike Coburn I spent a very
energetic six weeks or so learning the art and
theory of hang gliding and gained my student's
rating on January 1st 1988. Wh at days!! Solos,
360s, improving and practicing my takeoffs and
landings. The theory was courtesy of Pagen and
the many "Mikes" who seem to be in the sport.
I accumulated about 19 or so hours in about 4
months and was about to take my Novice rating
when I got busy with other things.
Four years later, I now have a family; two
chi Idren and a mortgage and a Mission 170 hung
to the side of the house!! I am still a fully paid
up member of the HGFA because I believe that
I will fly soon and I also, on occasions, bother
the odd trike pilot for a bit of a stir just to keep
the feeling going.

Why do I think it is that I have not flown as
much as I would like?

Time
I work and then I work and then I see my family
and very occasionally I spend some time to
myself. I reckon that anyone who is seriously
looking to fly for an enjoyable couple of hours
has to multiply those hours by about three Oust
apply your own rule of thumb according to how
far you live from a site and how predicably "on"
it is). Scratch a day in order to fly. These days
have to be on weekends for me and other thi ngs
can get in the way. Relatives showing up to see
number one daughter and number one son. The
house needs mai ntenance. The Iist goes on. Lastly, and perhaps primarily, I need my spare time
in order to recuperate and rest. I am a firm
believer in the axiom that a tired pilot is as good
as a drunk pilot. This was born out by a stack I
had at Myponga in South Australia after a very
long drive from Victoria . (Thanks for words of
encouragement Larry Loops.) I will not rush into
flying when tired, mainly because I want to
enjoy it and I want to do it again and again.

Non-quantil1ables
Mathilda, my first child was born in July 1990.
I have flown twicein my Mission since then. The
first time I flew I was driven by the "Hangie
Urge". I had an uneventful flight, but did not
enjoy it one bit. I was scared witless of making
her an orphan and my partner a single parent.
Wuss, you say. Perhaps. But the sensation was
real and my enjoyment of flying was hampered
by the feeling. I would rather enjoy flying than
fly because of base urges .
I suppose that having a child made me reflect
on my own mortality, and flying seemed like a
risk I could eliminate without doing too much
damage. Silly, eh? Smoking cigarettes was OK
but something statistically safer than driving a
car was out. People are strange.
Since Mathilda there has been Archie. Two
take more time. See point one.

David Ferreira, Crescent Head NSW

There are people with whom I lea rned to fly
who went on to greater levels of proficiency,
who own someofthe "latest and greatest" equipment, and who have even been so good as to do
fairly well in competitions (Doing well, Doctor!!) both in this country and overseas. Good on
them .

The second type of hangie is the one with the
latest whizbang strapped around him. He/she
looks at you with disdain through those reflector
wrap-around sunglasses when you ask for a
hang check. The very fact that you have been
flying the site since they were in year 10 at
school is immaterial. And urgh! you are only
flying a Mission . At this point I would like to
add that my Mission is the best kite in Australia .
We have a mutual understanding with one
another which transcends description. She turns
on a zac but is stable. She is shades of blue with
a white sail... simple poetry, and more than
enough for me at this stage.
I think that it is necessary to have the "guns"
in a sport. They are usually the ones who are
single-minded enough to go out and win competitions for the glory of the sport. They don't
win friends to the sport, however, by being
arrogant and intimidating. I still feel a perverse
urge to talk with them, however. They can often
be the only ones around and they will eventually
give you some sort of assistance even if it is
begrudging.

Money
The sport costs money. My margins are pretty
close. When I was learning the sport I worked
two days and two nights per week. I scraped to
buy my kite and bludged lifts from people to get
to places. I'm thinking of re-ordering my
priorities so that I will return to that blissful
previous existence but I cast a glance at the
family photo and I can't bring myself to resign
from my current posi tion ... I've thought about it
though!!
Finally, flying is a persistent aching urge to
me. I have model aeroplanes, kites and rubber
balloon rocket engines everywhere at horne. I
watch the birds and the skies. I go to airshows
and loo k at planes as happy as a dog with two
tails. I wonder when things will be "on" all the
time. I think about the sounds and sights of
flying ... it is ingrained .

When we were learning to fly we all basi ca lly
level pegged. Some of us were better at finding
lift, others at controlling turns and so on. The
point is that these people seemed to place differentemphasis on flying to me. We share a love
for being in the air and for feeling the indescribable joy of up there, but they must be
driven with different gears. They seem to be
largely single. Or if not they have no children. It
may be that having children and being introduced to domestic responsibility is a hand brake
to hang gliding? I am unsure. For some it isn ' t.
For others it may be ...
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Hangies
I have also found that there are two kinds of
hangies, with two distinctly different reactions
to you when you explain that you are an occasional flier when at a setup point on a hill.
Some are good with tips on how to get back into
the sport (these tend to be the more experienced
pilots who may be safety officers and the like.)
Takeoffs and landings should be re-rehearsed,
and gotten right. Try coastal ~ying until you are
comfortable under your kite. Be aware of the
greater number offliers in the air at popular sites.
there are also more paragliders around so get
some local knowledge on how they tend to
behave at the site. The help is forthcoming and
seems to stem from a genuine love of the sport
and a wish for you to keep it up safely.

I am still a pilot and I will be one for a very
long time indeed . It will just take me longer than
some to get ratings and hours. But I love every
minute of it. It's the best sport in the world.

P.S. Great pavilion at the airshow, HGFA •
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State, Club and Region News
Queensland
Canungra Hang Gliding Club
A recent Canungra Club Meeting saw in excess of fifty members turn out to pay their
respects to Ken Gibson, our Club President, who
tragically died during the week, as a result of a
hang gliding accident the weekend before.
Ken Gibson was a fine example of what hang
glidingcan be. A pilotofa few years experience,
Ken flew in his first Flatlands competition this
year, took on the position of Club President and
was largely responsible for pulling the club
together and getting the general flying population involved in club activities. Ken was always
willing to listen to new ideas and initiatives and
to lend support to any new pilots in need .
The forty or so members of the hang gliding
community who attended the already overflowing Chapel at Ken's service were a testament to
Ken 's popularity and respect within the Club,
and I'm sure a comfort to his family.
It is with heavy hearts we extend our sympathies and fond memories to Ken 's wife and
three children.

R ichard Nevins

New South Wales
Tamworth Manilla & Districts
Hang Gliding Club
Well, finally all the work we have put into Mt
Burah has paid off. We had 5 excellent days of
flying over Easter, with about 45 pilots on most
days. Manilla Pubs were inundated with flyers
from Stanwell Park, Sydney, Central Coast,
Newcastle and other places . Newcastle and
Stanwell Clubs held a friendly Comp between
each other, which went very well .
Friday started with warm-ups to Narrabri
which gave a good indication of the weekend to
come. Saturday saw 13 pilots reach goal at Mallaley with most of the others not too far behind.
Sunday was a boomer day which saw nobody
who took off from the SW side bombing out.
Goal was set for Manilla with Barraba being the
turnpoint. Paul Mollison was the only one to
reach goal. Quite a few got close but missed it
by that much!
Monday's task was set for Carrol Gap and
back to Manilla . About 3 people made goal this
day. Most people Ieft for home on Monda y night.
A few stayed on for an extra day's flying, which
turned out to be another good day. Goal was set
for Bendemeer but the Pub suck was too strong
in Manilla. An ugly scene developed with the
arriva l of Alaric (Greenpeace) Giles in his "save
the whales" Kombi. Al stayed on an extra day to
try to catch up wi th everybody else but sadly the
aforesaid pub suck was too strong again.
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Unfortunately the excellent weekend was
marred by an accident in which Michael Clay
was injured and is now recovering in hospital.
He' ll be back on his feet and hopefully flying
again soon.

Leagues Club in Kogarah . Office bearers have
been elected and they are:
President Tim Gearing, Vice President: Dave
Tymms, Treasurer: Tony Hudson, Secretary:
Mark Mitsos

Howdid ithappen? Well itwas theclassiccase
of "trying to zip up too early and not concentrating on your flying" syndrome. I've seen too
many low hour pilots zip up way too early.
There's no need for it until you get above the hill
with plenty of height.

Other committee members are:
Mi ke Eggleton, Greg Jeffrey and Elana Shyne

One pilot left early in the weekend complaining of overcrowding, and quite a few other
problems he felt needed to be looked at. I wish
we could solve all the problems you say we had,
but I wonder why you were the only one who
didn't enjoy himself. You forget one important
thing about the weekend, we were all there for
the fun and enjoyment and to socialise together.
I enjoyed it and I didn't even fly! The weekend
did show up a couple of things that we need to
attend to, but when there are only 3 regular pilots
in the whole area it 's extremely hard to get
everything done.
Because of the success of the weekend we will
hopefully be making this an annual event. Many
of the pilots classed this amongst the best flying
they have done in a long time. We met a lot of
new faces this Easter and we hope you will all
be a ble to come back
through here one day. Just
remem ber to gi ve us
notice before coming and
you need a 4WD to get to
the top.

We have 32 members, 20 of whom have
signed up for the Australian Paragliding News
made available to us through the Skyhigh
Paragliding Club, onya guys!
The stated objectives of the S.P.c. are to
promote the sport of paragliding in the community, as well as liaise with established hang
gliding clubs. Already several of our members
are involved with these clubs, getting involved
in site and safety issues.
At our last meeti ng, a Iist of names and phone
numbers was distributed to all members as a way
to get the new BUDDY SYSTEM operating.
Also at the meeting we held a raffle for the OZ
EZY -EYE OPTICS flight glasses .
Contacts for the club are: (Tiger) Tim Gearing
- 02 632 1634, (Homer) Tony Hudson - 02
5701130 or 018/222867, (Mitsy) Mark Mitsos042 674570 or 018/86.4083
That's all folks, till next month

Mark, Secretary

r-'----------------------.. . .
Attention
All Hang Gliding Pilots

Paragliding Conversion Courses

Well I' m looking forwa rd to winter flying,
which is just about upon
us now. Haven't seen
John Trude and the gang
for a while. Anyway until
next month, let's all be
careful and keep our •
minds on the job while
we're flying .
See ya,Andrew

Sydney
Paragliding
Club
Hello out there, all you
para punters . At Illst the
S.P.c. has finally gotten
off the ground, (pardon
th e pun!). We're now organised, formalised, integrated and incorporated.
The cI ub wi II meet the 2nd
Wed nesday each month,
at 7.30 pm in the meeting
rooms of the St George

Dates
1:

May 28-30

Stanwell Park Area

2:

June 4-6

High Adventure Air Park

3:

June 18-20

Mudgee

Specialised course to take you from your hang gliding
rating to novice rating in paragliding.
Have a go at paragliding before you put it down. This is
the best non-thermal time of the year to try.

Instructors
1.

Pascal Ferret
(Instructor of 500+ students in France)

2.

Tony Armstrong
(Hang gliding and paragliding instructor)

Special inh'oductory pdce

Call Tony at Active Air Sports
(042) 94 2584
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Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
The biggest piece of news in our club at the
moment is still the winch. Almost on the spur of
the moment we got permission to use the wi nch
on Sunday 4 April, at Mangrove Mountain
Airstrip which is the home of the Central Coast
Soaring Club. They conduct sai lplane groundwinching operations from that strip.
They did not start operations until about midday so we were allowed to set up our winch and
tow hang gliders up until then. So when the
thermals started, the sailplanes commenced and
we had to stop. Interest concentrated on the
sailplanes and all our club members including
myself then had ajoy flight in a sailplane; some
went up twice. Our sincere thanks to the people
of the Central Coast Soaring Club for the use of
their strip to tow hang gliders and for the joy
flights which at $20 a time I thought to be very
good value, especially when you consider how
much one has to pay for a tandem hang glider
flight these days. The further testing of the wi nch
went well as this was the first time we had used
the winch with our own designed and built
reverse pulley an~ tension meter system.
The day was a personal first for me, as it was
for a couple of other pilots as well, because it
was the first time I had ever flown in an aircraft
and a hang glider on the same day, and indeed
in the same airspace.

then in 1968, going solo in a Cadet MK3 after
24 launches and 1 hr 10 mins airtime. I then
moved on to powered flying, gaining and holding my PPL for the next 15 years before moving
to hang gliding in 1985, I have to admit that my
initial motivation to go into hang gliding was
financial ie, it's a lot cheaper than flying
powered aircraft but it grew on me and I now
stay in hang gliding because I consider it to be
the only way to fly. I have never felt the difference so dramatically as that Sunday when for
the first time in 25 years I climbed into a
~ailplane for a winch tow, after which I virtually
Just walked across the field and climbed into a
borrowed hang glider. Then with permission
from the sailplane operations people, was
winched up for a flight, no more than 20 minutes
between the two flights. The sailplane flight was
good, certainly nostalgic, but the hang glider
flight was real freedom in the air. Perhaps I had
bfo-en flying hang gliders for long enough now to
partly forget why. I have been reminded,
Anyway enough of those sentimental ramblings, our club is small but it is alive and
vibrant, despite our name we are in fact a group
of mainly Western Sydney based pilots. We
meet once a month, to hatch plots for ever new
and more exciting hang gliding experiences, at
one of our members houses in Western Sydney,
on the last Tuesday of the month. If you are a
Western Sydney pilot and are interested in joining us, ring meor Michael Shyne on the numbers
given in the club listing in the front of the
magazine. We will then tell you where the next
meeting is being held, all are welcome.
A last minute stop press: to bring you a report
on the Easter weekend. The club went up to
Rylstone for 3 days of towing on the Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.

I have been involved in sports aviation one
way or another for 25 years now. I started flying
sailplanes or just "gliders" as we called them

Rylstone Aerodrome over Easter was full on
aviation of various types including trike flying,
aero
towing,
powered paragliding
DavidFerreira launching at Springfield Hill, ACT
(although
the
paraglider didn't actually get off the
ground), a crop
duster that dropped
in for a visit, as well
as our winch towing
operation.
The various flying
disciplines
all
worked together harmoniously with no
incidents, Our group
of 8 pilots initially
was swelled to 18 on
the Saturday afternoon and Sunday.
With everybody
camping on the field
there must have been
more than 40 people,
including the trike
pilots and support
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crews - the area surrounding the club house
resembled a small town.
Over the 3 days we did more than 80 tows
without incident, other than the occasional weak
link break. The Sunday was the best day with
some reasonable thermal activity, although only
2 pilots really got away to record flights in excess
of 1 hour. Nobody went cross country.

David Middleton, President

G'Day. This month'sclub meetingsawa good
roll up, despite a last minute change of venue;
back to the Kaleen Sports Club, Next month's
meeting location is still to be decided, so best if
you check with me before the meeting, till we
decide on a permanent venue. We just can't all
fit in Bob's new meeting room. AJthough it was
a bit of a squeeze we had a very informative
meeting. Shaun Keane gave us a run down on
the aims and objectives from the Planning Meeting held in April, and how they will effect us.
Our guest speaker was our new Operations
Manager, Craig Worth. Thanks Craig. I hope
next time you're down you can take time out of
your busy schedule for a fly. The night finished
off with a home video of the recent balloon drop
over Canberra City,
We have been getting a lot of visitors call in
lately from interstate and overseas , It's good to
see that people are beginning to realise what a
greatspotwe have here. Even if there is no flying
there is plenty to see and do, but usually the
flying is on somewhere not too far away.
No one should be complaining about air time
this month as we have had quite a few good days.
Earlier this month Lake George produced some
great days. Spring Range is now coming into it's
own. Easter saw the paragliders make the most
of it. I heard Shaun Keane, Neal Bolten and John
Rayner Sharp were skying out to the max and
getti ng heaps of hours. At the same time
Boorowa turned on a brilliant day in the tow
paddock. Ross Williams and Mick Farrell got to
cloud base and had a great 80 ki lometre XC to
Crookwell. Peter Murret was looking to do the
same. On his second tow he caught sight of a
dust devil thinking it would take him to cloud
base, instead he found himself upside down
watching his chute unfold before his eyes and
thinking "I ' m going to miss a boomer of a day".
Three seconds later he was back on terra firma
with a sore bum but OK. Wow! 1 have had some
boomer thermals from that paddock, but I
wouldn't have expected that at this time of the
year. That's the sort of thing one reads about
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happening in the Owens Valley, not in our own
back yard. Just as well we all repacked our
chutes before Xmas. I think you better buy a
lottery ticket, Pete. No doubt we will get a full
report on this incident.
Easter also had the club send a team to the
inaugural "Flatter Than Flat Lands" Comp held
at Birchip in north west Victorian mallee
country. The team was Grant Heaney, Bruno
Wright, Andrew Robinson and myself. It was a
long nine hours drive but worth it. The flying
was brilliant every day elCcept the first, high's in
excess of seven grand with tasks seventy and
eighty kilometres long. Grant got a close second
behind Steve Blenkinsop, Bruno third in B
grade. Andrew won the Mallee Bull encouragement award and I got personal bests every day,
so all in all, we did pretty well. It was good to
see Tove puttingin some flights between feeding
young Tory.
Congratulations to Warwick Duncan, Allan
Beeves and the rest for putting it all together.
Well done guys and a big thank you to the
Birchip community who treated us like gods.
Hope to see you all there again next year.
Till next month, fly high and safe landings

Phil
President

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

~~~~

PARAGLIDING
MELBOURNE

High folks
I've been scratchi ng for news a bit this month so
I thought I'd wait until the troops returned from
the SA comp, but not much news to report from
there either, I'm sad to say. Conditions were
blown out on most days . Ken and Heike put in
the best flights of only about 10 kms from Mt
Horricks. This happens to be an unofficial SA
record! After the comp some pilots went down
to the coast and had some good fl ights .
Club awards for April saw club president Ken
Mitchell-Hill pick up the flight of the month for
a big effort from Mystic to Buffalo (almost) and
landed at Porepunkah. Hamish Barker was
awarded the Dunny Seat for failed top landingat
The Paps. This effort saw the Bumblebee misjudge his approach and finish upsaving his flight
by flying out through a tree. This incident was
hilarious to watch but could have ended seriously.
Congratulations to distant club member Ron
McKenzie for being selected in the Australian
team. The club will be conducting various fund
raising events to raise money for ill team members. The experience gained by team members
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who attend world comps benefits the whole sport
in Australia so if you are asked to buy a rame
ticket or something, do it because it helps
everyone eventually.

accomplished. Steve's dream carne to fruition
when he launched from Nangkita and flew to
Ochre Point. I think we'll be seeing more of
Tassie Steve mid-north this year!

All Voodoo owners must be wondering about
the porosity curse that has been placed on their
pride and joys. They have all received letters
from Airwave advising them that their gliders
can be expected to go porous far sooner than
expected, because of the premature fa il ure of the
cloth .

Martin has just completed the new club BBQ.
The official barby sizzle was at Tunkalilla to
celebrate the leasing of the site. It was strange
beingat a southerly site in a northerly; it took on
a whole new perspective. The crowd was varied,
although not vast, which was a little disappointing, seeing as the date was changed for some
people. Nevertheless, the ones who were there
certainly had a good time.

Owners are going to be made an offer they
can't refuse on a new glider from the Airwave
range. Owners I've spoken to don't seem too
worried by the whole catastrophe, they are all
hoping that the new high performance Airwave
glider is a good one and that they make it out of
a reliable fabric. I hop it all works out well for
them because as a past owner of a porous glider
I know it's not an enviable position to be in; your
options are extremely limited . Good luck, folks!
It's quite incredible that after all the assurances
that were being made about nylon being the best
material form which to make paragliders (especially from the British) that the popular nylon
Voodoo should fail. All Airwave have said is
that they chose the wrong type of nylon and that
they will use the popular Skytex nylon in future .
I find the whole affair quite bizarre. Who is safe
from buying a gliderthatwill suffer from premature canopy cancer?
Well I think that no one is (safe) until a cloth
has a proven record of at least five year's continuous manufacture and airtime.
Finally the club is planning a trip to New
Zealand next December and January so start
saving your money and holidays.
Keep it up, Robin Gauld

SAHGA

The SAHGA Saga
With the Beagle Boys taking a long overdue
sabbatical after their bri II iant success at the flatlands. Scott Robinson and his wife Jenny are
enjoying the peace and quiet of their newborn
child, Jordan . Congratulations from all to the
couple.
It seems that SA is supplying the sport of hang
gliding with a lot of new, talented, pilots. One
such pilot, Steve Hoefs (alias Tassie Steve) not
only did his first cross country, but flew it from
a site from which XC flights have never been
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Rumour has it that the paragliders are interested in buying Space Hunter's winch. A matter
which won't be discussed.
By the time you read this the "Flatter than
Flatlands SA versus Vic" comp will have been
competed. What an array of pilots! To start the
comp in an apathetic style, certain SA pilots
forgot to get back to their supposed driver. In
doing so, they lost the driver to her true loyalty,
the Vies. This in turn, led to the search for
another driver, as well as forming a third team
for SA, as the number of eager pilots was increasing and because some pilots would n.Q1 pay
for a driver/retrieve team, therefore they were
abandoned. Good gracious, talk about trivial.
Some people have just got it made or is it that
their unpaid driver/retrieve team are absolutely
petty! I'm sure as the precedents of payments are
being set, their luck will certainly run out!
Above all of that garbage, the comp started off
pretty evenly with SA, 200 points ahead after
Day 2,and 300 points ahead after Day3. Besides
the usual people at goal, there were a fewsurprisingly good efforts set by others. Peter Hood
made goal for the first time and Inspector Gadget
had been doing exceedingly well throughout the
whole competition. Pat (the amazing) Finch had
his new horne-made trolley out in the tow paddock and after a few minor adjustments, it was
tearing down the strips in true Pat Finch style.
Maybe this device, helped Pat to his encouragement award.
Garry Fimeri won the Mallee Root Award for
the most thermal lift - NOT. Other awards went
to Gil Kaltenbach, Peter Hood, Andy Watson,
Blenky and Martin. Of course, SA won the Flatter than Flatlands Comp. Just as well, as the
trophy is still being made here in SA. Hopefully
it will be finished by next year and we will once
again regain the trophy.
Before I depart, I must put in the quote of the
comp, from a driver/retrieve team .

"Are you on a dirty, dirt track or a dirty,
dirty-orange dirt track".
Fortunately the team was retrieved and with a
few laughs and comments at the Birchip Pub,
another day was sinking into the stomachs of all
concerned.
Until next time, Siapper •
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WANTED
Trike in gd cond ph Jim 053 689361 after 6 pm Gordon VIC
Sound reasonably priced trike for new trike pilot
Will consider dual or single seat ph Winton 060
243503 - Wodonga VIC
To Rent - single or 2 seat trike I have recently
obtained my extended ops endorsement & due to
voracious appetite of mortgage, 4 kids etc etc am
unable to buy a trike . I would like to build a network
of trike owners who would be prepared to rent me a
machine from time to time. I live in south Melbourne
but would be happy to travel reasonable distances to
get a ' fix' contact Peter Wood 03 6960168 or 018
311102
Aero/XTlSting 150-ish ph Helen 042 943665
Cheap 2nd hand Instruments preferably Ball or
something equally tough even just an altimeter ph
Helen 042 943665
Fuji Robin EC25 engine in gd cond ph 03 5530224

NEW SOUTH WALES
XS Easy 155 (int) just had factory checkout gd cond
great to fly blue LE yellow & white wing faired king
post speed bar; owner O.S. $1500 ph Moyes factory
023875514
Aero 170 (int) brand new pinkfluoro LE & grey $1900
ph Warwick 02 6542140
XS 11155 (exp intI v gd cond clear scrim LE $2800 It
blue top MS flu oro yellow & It blue US ph Masa 02
3875514
CT 170 (nov) gd cond new side wires + harness $650
ph Geoff 049 585113 AH

Fall 152 Combat (int) fluoro orange LE
green/blue/white US $1500 ono ph 049 594167
Sting XC 166 (int) ex cond grey LE white TS flu oro
green & orange US looks & flies great low air time
$3000 ph Col 02 3704834
Sting 166 XS (int) ex cond with cocoon harness &
wheels grey LE blue & green US $2700 ph Peter 049
571231
Moyes Mission 170 (int) pink LE dark/light blue US
speed bar low air time ex cond only $2000 ph Oliver
027492624
Ball 652 Varia with flexible airspeed As new
manufacture date 9/91 used 30 hrs $750 ph Lee AH
023876105
Varia Aliba I a proven performer $100 less than rec
retail only $595 clock & log upgrade available ph Tim
026321634
Blitz 146 (exp intI kevlar mylar LE & TE grey & red
US new last winter ex cond $2700 ono also
Foil 152 Combat (int) fluoro orange mylar LE black
& fluoro orange mylarUS Aerofoil uprights & kingpost
updated quick fittings $1600 also
Foil 160 BRacer (int) fluoro orange mylar LE black
& fluoro orange mylar US aerofoil uprights & kingpost
$1150 also
Flying suit by Aussie Skins suitable for 5 ' 10 ' ~'1 '
pilot black with pale red shoulders $150 ono ph Len
068 537220 H or 523934 W
2 x Pocket Rocket Para glider Pilot Rescue Systems date of manuf June 91 $1000 e;lch ph 043
232944 BH
Moyes Mission 170 (int) glider has done a fair
amount of w ork but still fli es really weill deal 1st glider
at this give-away price $950 including cocoon harness ph 056 723431 or 018 517114

Harness Moyes cocoon with chute ex cond blue
in colour suit up to 6' $450 ph Rod 046 556296

Airborne Edge fastidiously maintained in top cond It
grey 11 mths old full set of instruments 582 dual (DI)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = - - ' - - - new GSC prop harmonic balancer 2.62
Dave Staver at Killarney, SE Qld - p Fritz Gewerth c-type gearbox Bell crank shafttop feed
cooling 135 hrs runs very smoothly Incl
brand new wing in the co lours of your
choice, all for $16 ,950 ph Luke 018
446771
Moyes Meteor GTR 170 (int) v gd cond
low hrs price incl Advanced Air cocoon
harness with parachute , Ball vario &
altimeter $1000 the lot ph Steve 02
4766317 or 018 212166
Foil 160 BRace (int) reas cond no
flutters ideal intermediate glider $1500
ono ph Bob 065 835069
XS 142 3 mths old It blue It green US
white LE power rib Best glider I've flown
makes flying XC easy $3200 manual
batten profile & I guarantee you'll love it
ph Greg 042 942212
GTR 170 (int) VG speedbar carry back pack cocoo n harness & spare parts no
damage perf cond 55 hrs v cheap $950
ono ph Carlo 02 5333643
Gyro II 145 (nov) blue green & yellow
as brand new cond ideal for the smaller
person getting into the sport low hrs not
used for training $1650 ono also
GTR 162 (int) yellow LE white & blue
US extremely well looked afterflies perfect $750 ono also
Pegasus Flash 2 Trike 462 Rotax with
all instrume nts you'd ever want Zero hrs
on the motor following full rebuild 100
hrs on the rest A steal at $13000 nice
aircraft with covered trailer don 't be
afraid to haggle about the price also
2 x Altair 165 (int) exc intermediate
glider 1 at $1500 1 at $1 000 both great
condphJoe0668436160r018717141
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GTR 175 (int) new side wires front wires VG batten
profile Gd looking & a real gd flyer ex cond with
moderate hrs Could be made into a trike wing $600
ono ph Andrew 067 654520 or 018 416258
Airwave Magic Kiss 154 (exp intI dk blue LE
pink/yellow US white TS Swiss tubed frame equals
light! $1500 ono ph Dick 02 3872613 H or 02
3315118 & leave message
Black Magic 24 3 riser system attached v low airtime
ex cond $1400 ono ph Shane 049 841344 BH
Paraglider Apco Hi-lite 23 sq m + harness + bag gd
cond $120060-80 kg pilot ph 042 942817
Airborne Buzzard 532 Arrow wing pod big wheels
instruments low hrs gd cond covers trailer with ramps
$6900 ph Graham 018 41137 8 Port Macquarie
GTR 148 (int) It blue dk blue with Swiss tubing v light
& easy to handle $1100 ph Matt 066 853695
Moyes Mars 190 (nov) blue & white immac cond
extremely low hrs $1100 ono Ph Rob 02 8332990
AH , 047 310330 BH
XS 142 (exp intI 11 mths old low hrs ex cond pink LE
black grey pink US 70/75 tubing (Swiss) makes it
great to ground handle & perfect in-flight control for
the small pilot $3200 ono also
Harness Scorpion European body bag suitable for
5'-5'2' pilot i.e . the short variety fair cond make an
offer contact Jo 042 941375
Too small? Can't keep it up? I have the opposite
problem & would like to swap my Aero Race 170 for
a smaller glider of similar rating, e.g. XT/Aero/Sting
150-is h. The Aero's in really gd nick after enjoying 35
hours. Or perhaps you just want to buy my Aero
Race? $2300 incl spare upright, manual ph Helen
042943665
XS Easy 155 (int) white LE & MS orange & yellow
US it's seen pl en ty of action & is dying for more!
Owner O/S & staying there offers around $1750 ph
Helen 042 943665
170Coastal Tourer (int) gd cond clean white/dk blue
LE + cocoon harness 180-160 cm co lour coordinated
must sell $1000 ono ph 049 471561 AH , 430543 W
170 Aero (int) blue LE white MS yellow & white US
speed bar fai red king post spare set new side wires
v gd cond $1900 ph 044 762098
Airborne Windsports Buzzard 447 trike with big
wheels Brolga 3 blade prop & Arrow wing gd cond
low hrs $5750 ono ph John 02 6465955 BH , 7968323
Sting 11154 (int) only 6 mths old red & blue US blue
LE $2400 ono ph Neva 049 573069
GTR 162 (int) gd cond chute unused 2 cocoon
harnesses & Cirrus 8000 varia $1500 the lot ph
Trevor Jones 045 702782 Wor 726657
Airwave Taboo 25 paraglider with back pack int
canopy weight range 70 -95 kg 35 hrs airtime v gd
cond blue & grey $2500 or best offer ph Greg on 02
4361032 or 018 261230
Sting 166 (int) near new 50 hrs airtime faired everything no prangs $2300 also
Moyes Pod med black ex cond $400 also
Varia Afro $200 ph Scott 049262044 W , 596307 H
Foil 155 (int) ex cond low hrs extras incl radio towing
bridle etc $1200 ono ph 02 9583419
Probe II 175 (int) white TS yellow US blue LE mylar
LE insert mylar tip panels tight sail has been kept in
cotton wool for last few years v gd cond for an old
model glider on ly 2 owners since new best offers ph
Darren 02 5287925
GTR 170 VG (int) with speed bar perf cond 55 hrs
offers! ph Carlo 02 5333643
Foil Combat 152C (int) 20 mths old cop sleeves
extra 1/2 batten flies perfect profile manual mauve &
lime US a steal $2000 also
Blitz 146 Kevlar (exp in tI 5 mths old perf cond Flytec
sponsored special sail orange & purple TS with
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lightning bolt BrettAtkinson's comp glider $3600 ono
also
Oxygen System 1 yr old XCR 480 carbon fibre tank
with accessories $500 also
Ball varia 651 dual scale 20 mth old $500 ono also
Second Chantz Pocket Rocket brand new v compact use your own chute $550 ph Brett 027715259

Foil Combat 152 Mk II (int) fully optioned & many
extras also incl $500 discount on Second Chantz
A.I.A. system also
Winch tow bar &/or tray mount with electric nose
release & rope supplied ph 08 3220813

GTR 162 World Beater (int) pink LE white US yellow
MS v gd cond $1100 also
CT 170 (int) gd cond $200 ph Bill 02 9706835

Foil Combat 152 (int) sleeved white LE pink & aqua
US white TE $2500 ono also
Moyes Pod suit 6'2' pilot with High Energy chute 16
mths old $900 ono ph Matthew 074 914707

Probe 175 (int) black LE green US 3/8 , battens only
150 hrs fitted with new side wires new heavy dUty
carry bag factory fitted VG spare uprights & other
extras glider in v gd cond $700 also
Magic IV 166 (int) black LE orange US only 170 hrs
ex cond new side wires spare uprights & XC bag high
perf at a bargain price $900 also
Afro Varia/altimeter $250 ph 02 5293583

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Seaford Top Landing Seminar: tired of getting sand
kicked in your face? Can't do 360s at 10'? Then this
is for you! Presented by the Beagle Soaring School
with instruction from Guru Beagle himself... Don 't
delay! Register now!

QUEENSLAND

Foil 160 BRacer (int) dk pink & It pink & grey US gd
cond no flutter $1300 ono ph Rolf 07 3561540
Combat 139 (int) apricot & blue US white LE approx
100 hrs spare upright new side wires gd cond $2000
also
Xact II harness black with PA chute v gd cond $800
ph Tony 075 452273
New Style Sjostrom Varia 20 hrs airtime $600 also
Skywatch (mph) new impeller $120 also
Combat 11152 (int) as new $3100 60 hrs also
Combat 11152 (int) 3 hrs old $3700 also
UHF Electrophone radio & headset as new $450
ph Laurite 075 435631

Mission 170 (int) red LEyeliow US 10 hrs airtime will
ship anywhere in Aust ph David 085 622236

Foil Combat 152 (int) with brand new sail in your
choice of colours LE sleeves (removable) included
only $3400 also
Foil Combat 152 (int) price negotiable - phone for
details also
Foil Combat 139 (int) white Triad LE pink & yellow
US vac quick set up as no '/2 battens. LE sleeves
(removable) incl under 25 hrs $3200 ph Peter 077
784838 H or 077 825698 W

Mission 170 (int) dk blue LE It blue & white sail ph
John 083829179

Blitz 146 (exp intI grey LE pink & sky blue US ex
cond only $3000 ph Ian 070321392

Foil Combat 152 (int) with brand new sail your choice
of colours as gd as brand new glider LE sleeves
bargain of the month at $3400 ono also
Foil Combat 152 ex-Carl Braden Worlds '91 glider
extra battens & sleeved LE white LE grey & yellow
US $2100 ono ph Scott Robinson 082712257

Blitz Kevlar 146 (exp intI comp model white LE silver
& red US ex cond 8 mths old $3500 ono also
Para glider CS 25 sq m 65-85 kg weight range as
new cond 35 hrs TT Silver with fluoro green red &
yellow flashes US $2500, also
Air Support Harness gd cond aluminium frame v
comfortable red with silver para cont etc $450 ono

Vision (nov) near new cond plus stirrup harness
$1000 or swap for sailboard in gd cond No phone ,
write to: Bill, PO Box661 , Noarlunga CentreSA5168
Mission 170 (int) blue & blue LE gd cond $2000 neg
ph John 083829179

suit 150-170 cm pilot also
Sjostrom Varia I/m increments ex cond $450 ph
Gerry 070 341451
Blitz 146 (exp intI Kevlar LE & TE Only 14 hrs as new
will be getting smaller glider $3600 ph Ethel 077
733580
XS 15511 (adv) flu oro yellow scrim fluoro orange TS
orange power rib lilac & red US immac cond $3600
also
GTR 162 Race (int) yellow LE orange & yellow US
white MS with heavy duty back panel great buy
$1000 also new flying wires also
Aero 170 (nov) blue LE white MS It blue US aerofoil
uprights & king post great buy $2000 ph Alan 074
865474
Foil 152C (int) pink & mauve US white TS gd cond
$1800 ono ph Graham 07 8622709
XS 142 (exp int) It blue scrim LE fluoro pink & green
US in perf cond low hrs incl handbook & batten profile
with tip leavers etc $2500 also
CG 1000 harness to suit 5'9'-6'1" pilot $400 with PA
chute glider can be seen or test flown Gold Coast
area ph 076 951717 & have a chat
Mission 150 (int) ex cond great colours no flutters 70
hrs total airtime reduced to $1500 for quick sale ph
072733489 H
Paraglider CX 1126 sq m 65-85kg weight range silver
with red yellOW & green flashes on the US as new
cond 30 hr total time $2600 ph Gerry 070 341451
Blitz 155 (exp int) long uprights gold framed kevlar
LE & TE fluoro yellow US 8 mths old v gd cond $3200
ph 07 3988782 AH , 018153895 BH
Foil Combat 152 (int) with brand new sail in your
choice of colours LE sleeves (removable) incl only
$3400 also
Foil Combat 152 (int) Price Neg. Phone for details
also
Foil Combat 139 (int) immac white triad LE pink &
yellow US quick set-up as no half battens v low hrs
never dinged $3200 ph Peter Bolton 077 784838 AH ,
825698 W

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs

2.

Totally Australian made

3.
4.
5.

Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery

6,

Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting

7,

Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes

8.

Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "B"

9.

Free owner's manual with every parachute

1O.

Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Ph: 073934409, Fx: 073934363
May 1993
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VICTORIA
Quaaartrike from Solar Wings the Rolls oftrikes one
brand new one with 270 hrs in ex cond (wing only 80
hrs) certified & regd as featured on the cover AU
March '93 hangared & used inland since birth dual
ign 503 airplast3-blade prop full spec instr 65-40 mph
hands off with inflight trim superb comfort & style
$18500 for 320546 or $24500 for the newie Train
weight shift with the only AUF CFI endorsed in these
great aircraft Also the best deal on Icom IC A20 Mk
2, IC A200 or IC 40G radios Full range of Comunica
headsets helmets & intercoms available in stock ph
Glenn Wilson 060 761333 any time for a demo
Magic III HilS (int) white MS blue US gd cond $400
ono ph Vince 037552314
Mission 170 (int) red & white ex cond matching
Moyes pod harness red $2500 will separate ph
Andrew 03 5835936
Gyro 1150 (nov) pink blue & white sail exc beginners
glider only 10 hrs flying time in superb cond will
deliver throughout Melbourne $950 ph Chris 03
8366269
Falhawk Neo 24 sq m ex cond 2 hrs airtime urgent
sale $2100 neg ph 057 56241 8
Edge Trike BRAND NEW! owner in financial difficul ties needs to sell ASAP red LE white MS red & black
US black base Fully optioned $16500 ono ph Dick
051548403
Foil 140 B (int) rainbow US & white MS v little airtime
& a sweet handling & landing glider for a lady or
smaller male pilot the owner is OS & running out of
funds wants a quick sale around $1650 ph Glenn 060
761333
Moyea XS 155 (exp intI 18 mths old mintcond white
power rib TS white scrim LE yellow & blue US king
post hang an exc buy $2500 ph w 03 2762000 (Alfred
Hospital) ask for Dr Mike Cox, 03 4285415 h

Foil 140 Racer (int) lots of extras white red LE purple
& green US $1800 ph Khamh 03 4638349 H or
4785252 W
Pegasus Quasar Trike reg 95.32 total airtime 30 hrs
all instruments, wing 180 hrs airtime (approx) but in
ex cond has been hangared all its life $18000 save
$5000 on new price ph Gavin 03 8076138 AH or 018
557596
GTR 162 (int) with batten profile spare hang loops
spare down tube & medium size helmet, 2 unused
log books $850 must sell need money unemployed
ph Geoff 054 478557
Air Support fluoro pink & yellow pod harness suit
person 6' tall, extra pockets, as new cond $450 ph
Gary 03 5319092
Foil C 152 (int) demo glider new cond low hrs mauve
trilam LE white MS fluoro yellow & mid -blue US must
sell $2600 also
Trike Wing!World Beater GTR 175 the perfect wing
for your Trike or for the bigger pilot blue LE white MS
pink US gd cond $1000 also
Orion 190 x 2 blue LE white MS It blue & blue US
also red LE white MS yellow & red US $300 each or
buy two for $500! also
Aero 150 Race (int) 3 hrs airtime fluoro pink scrim
LE white MS It blue & greg US $2300 ono ph Steve
057 551724 or 018 570168
Mission 170 (int) suit new buyer fluoro orange LE
white MS mid blue & red US also cocoon harness
with HE parachute Sjostrom vario Uniden UHF radio
& helmet the lot for $3000! ph Martin 037061947
XS 155 (exp intI King Posthang2 seasons old WARP
MS scrim LE $2000 ono also
Gyro II 160 (nov) mint cond suit It weight beginner
pilot or school teaching $1300 ph Harry 03 2622800
BH or 059 646055 AH
Foil 160 BRacer (int) top cond one owner recentiy
fitted with new flying wires $1300 ono (inspection in
Melbourne by arrangement) ph Ray 056 235758 or
056295216

Sting 118 (int) almost new white with red mylar LE
black & white US ideal for lady or small pilots $2600
Falhawk Apex 26 sq 'T1 pilot weight 65-95 kg with
also
- - - .- - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - . - - harness advanced glider $1300 also
David Ferry landmg a powered paraglider at
Sjostrom altimeter & vario $500 also
"Mica/ago Stn"
High Energy Reserve Parachute
· I /
N.SW
L· R .
hang gliding or paragliding long bridle
M IC
le ago,
- p Isa yne
$500 also
Yamaha DT 400 Engine direct drive
with engine mounts low reaving $300
also
Falhawk Speed System 3 Riser as
new $150 and set of Ginsev Stay-sharp
knives ph Simon 03 4322658 AH or 018
554872 BH
Moyes Pod black suit 5'6 ' - 6' used
twice plus chute (unused/repacked)
togeth er or sep $650 neg ph Jol 03
6902637
UHF radio Regency RR477 40 ch with
scanner 5 watt/l watt output comes with
high-gain antenna charger + op instr v
gd cond towing has necessitated
upgrade $395 ph John 057 522694
Mission 170 (nov) 40 hrs white MS blue
LE black & fluoro green US gd cond
$1600 ph Phil 03 5443497
Hydraulic tow gauge new $160 also
$1000 off new Rumour best offer ph
Ray 03 5239458 AH , 5316368 BH
Paraglider Edel Apollo 24 (beg/int)
four risers & speed system suit 60-80
kg pilot weight 10 hrs airtime only 5
months old $2600 ph Tom 03 2464443
BH, 3362149 AH
Para glider Falhawk Neo 24 sp m (65 85 kg) in ex cond still crisp (10 hrs
airtime nice colours sky blue with rain bow tips v v safe easy to deploy & fly as
a 1st canopy this is the best $2600 ph
Tilo Schmidt 059 62521 anytime

XT 165 (int) fluoro yellow LE fluoro green & pink
speed bar wheels & batten profile chart only 4 hrs
flying time as new cond $2400 also
Air Support fluoro pink & yellow pod harness suit
person 6' tall extra pockets as new cond $450 ph 03
5319092
Foil 160 BRacer (int) top cond one owner glider
recently fitted with new ' flying wires' red LE blue grey
& white US $1300 ono ph 056 235758 glider can be
inspected in Melbourne by arrangement
Para glider Falhawk Athlete (nov/int) 19 sq m v fast!
pilot weight 45-65 kg low airtime ex cond comes with
Paradise harness & back pack $1600 also
Skywatch wind & flight speed indicator (units mph)
hardly used as new comes with manual & hang glider
mount $120 ph 03 4358934 AH
Mars 190 (nov) v gd cond $1200 ph 051 346651
GTR Race 162 (int) green LE green & orange US
$1 000 ono ph 03 8744346 AH
UHF Radio Regency RR477 40 ch with scanner 5
watt output with high gain antenna, charger & instr v
gd cond towing has necessitated upgrade $395 ph
John 057 522694

ACT
Moyes XT 145 (int) fluoro pink scrim LE speed bar
wheels fluoro yellow & orange US ex cond also
medium pod harness, ICOM IC40G radio, PA
chute, Skytechflightdeck instruments ph Craig 06
2382539
Blitz 155 (exp int) purple mylar LE full fluoro yellow
US white TS kevlar TE & chrome frame as new (July
'92) in ex cond flies perfectly & looks great (clean
wing with no logos; ie perfect for your own! $3800
also
Gyro II 180 (nov) royal blue LE pink MS It blue TE
with gold US looks hot with the sun shining on it! This
glider has had a charmed life & comes with a spare
upright (because it has never had one replaced!) ex
cond a steal at $1200 also
Sjostrom Vario Alt original EV model a proven
performer digital altimeter, averager, adjustable sink
alarm bargain priced at only $500 ph Pete 06
2927701
Blitz 146 (exp intI handles like an intermediate glider
but leaves other high perf gliders in its wake mylar
LE & TE white MS fluoro yellow & purple US $3000
ono includes 2 uprights ph Phil 018 625181 or 062
2961311
lTV Meteor 26 sq m approx 20 hrs flight time v gd int
wing ex cond $1800 ph Pete 06 2472851

WA
Sting XC (int) only 5 hrs old faired uprights VB wheels
ex cond white mylar MS & TE fluoro red LE apricot
grey & white US $3000 no offers also
Icom IC40G radio c/w headset switch box & spare
high power battery $600 ph 09 3648377 W or 09
5278524 H
XT 165 (int) Fluoro yellow LE white TE turquoise US
& MS gd cond approx 28 hrs old comes with spare
Aerosafe down tubes & base bar $2500 ph Andrew
094469850
XT 145 PRO (int) 6 mths old fluoro orange LE flu oro
orange & fluoro yellow US white TE & TS $2800 ph
Anna 09 2463295 H or 09 2790568 W
Mission 170 (int) total airtime 10 hrs ex cond blue LE
yellow & orange US $2000 also
Moyes Pod med black v gd cond $400 also
Uniden UHF hand held Sundowner 00540 channel
with 2 batteries & charger ex cond $440 ph Glenn 09
4721111
New Falhawk Atoll paraglider med $3600 also
Falhawk XL $3800 also
Bullet back-up ballistic parachute suit trike $1000
gd cond also
Power pack for paraglider JPX twin engine v gd
cond spare propeller $4000 ph John 09 3833137,
018959897 Perth •

Ball 652 instruments vario altimeter &
airspeed v gd cond $600 ono ph Mark
033986268 AH , 052 279218 BH
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ICOM

Count on us!

With ICOID,
you're never alone
up there

~ he IC-A20 MKII is your guara ntee

channe l memo ri es, programme and memo ry

. . rh ar whare" er happe ns you will

sca n ca pabilities provide simplic ity of

neve r be a lone in rhe ski e,. This po werFul

ope rat inn rh ar Few o the r mod e ls ca n matc h .

h andhe ld rransce ive r acr, lik e a depend able

The IC- A 20 MKII p rov ides immedi ate

na vigator and co- pilo r, ensuring yo u neve r

emerge ncy Frequ ency access and Fully mee ts

lose conrac r wirh your base or rh e ground.

th e rough requi rements of the Department of

ICOM's srate of rh e Clrr VO H. nav igari o n
sysrem includes Co urse Dev iat io n Indi ca ror
and A uro mari c Bea ring Ser Sy,rem , a nd

Transport and Communi ca ti o ns For ground
to

air transce ive rs.
o wond er pilots a ll around th e world ,

includes DVO H. mode rh a r lers you Find o ur

depe nd on th e prove n communi cati on skills

yo ur a ircraFr\ loca ri o n hy rece iving signa ls

of ICOM , wh ereve r th ey fl y.

From 2 VO H. sratio ns. So yo u a lways kn ow

For furl her informalion ca ll fr ee on (008) 338 915

wh ere you are and wh ere you are heading.

or wrile

10

Reply Paid 1009 learn Austra lia Pty LId

A dual wning sys tem a llows you to use th e

P. O . Box 11 62 Windsor

turning knob or illuminated keypad , whi le 20

Telephone (03) 529 7582

Victoria 318 1
A.C.N. 006092 575
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XT

Born
to

Fly
The XT is designed
for the advancing
pilot and the
professional team
from Moyes are
happy to help with
advice and hints
that will not only
make flying your
XT safer and more
enjoyable, but help
you achieve your
full potential in the
sport of hang gliding.
Area
Span
Nose Angle
Aspect Ratio
Glider Weight
Pilot Weight Range
Pilot Skill Level
Certified
Price
Moyes Delta Gliders Pty Ltd
173 Bronte Road , Wave rley,
N.SW. 2024 Australia
Tel : (02) 387 5114 (02) 387 5622

Fax: (02) 3874472

XT 165
165 sq. ft.
30'j9.1m
115 degrees

5A5
65 Ibsj29.5 kg
60-120 kg
Intermediate
USHGMA & Gutesiegal
$2,995.00

f ot; /fJ.rther
tlJjprfJ1otion ora test
i1y,cqntact your local
tl~41ec or the/actory.

XT 145
145 sq. ft.
27' 6"/S.3Sm
115 degrees
5.21
53 Ibs/24 kg
45-90 kg
Intermediate
USHGMA & Gutesiegal
$2,995 .00

